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ABSTRACT .

.

The
purposeAI

of this. research has been to deacribe the different cott7

prehension ski 1avai-lable7t-p beginningandaccomplishedreaders Data

lederived from'in rveiWswithA and.12 year olds indicated that youne.children

were aware,of the influenceof some reading dimensions, such as.interest,
faipilia;jty, and length, but were less sensitive' to the semantic structure
of paragraphs, goals'pf reading; and. strategies for resolving comprehenstion

failures. In several studies, it was found, that young and poor readers
.could not monitor ,he.Meanink.of'stories'while they read as shown by their

lower-rates ,of- Spontaneous -oral correctionsand directed underlining of.
inorialoUs InforMationoor readers' lack of:metacognitive aspects of reading,
ineffecti'v'e monitoring strategies, poor comprehension, and inability.to :

organize and maintain story units in memory were highly Ccrrrelated within

and ,between,subjecbs in seveial studies. A clear implication ofthit-research
.is that` instruction to beginnihg readers should include informatioh:regarding
: the goals of

w
of xeadini, the structure of written material, and strategies for

and nd integrating thmeaning in order to 'resolve comprehension failpres.
Ar: 4,i 1

.: . .
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0. Introduction

Despia-the persistent historical emphasls-on r8ilective3-constructivA,_

and stratekic aspectlrocreading (e.g., Brown, 1978; Dewey, 1910; Solomon,

& Postman, 1054; Stouffer, 1969;.Thorndike, 1917), there is surprisingly

little data on reading comprehension skills compared to data on perceptual

anakses and orthographic'- phonetic translation of beginning readers. .

Comprehensioncan be analyzed in many ways; according to the level of meaning

/
6

apprehended by th'e reader such as literal, inferential, and evaluative or

accordingto the dtrategies used bythe reader. This proposal is a process,

hpproach to cpmprehension that emanatestffom,my work on constructive aspects

of memorSdeveiopment and seeks to determine how children understand and use

strategies such as inferential elaboration and comprehension monitoring. during

reading,
. '

roTwo consistent findings emergefrom current research on cognitive develop-

ment,ment, specifically memory' investigations. First, youngchildren fail to produce

task releVant'straiegiesto organize, transform, and rehearse information.

Second, young childien seem unaware of many task -,and strategy variablea'that

affeCt performance. These:deficits in strategy production/utilization and

4metacognitive knowledge are highly correlated with poor perfcarmanceon memory .,

and problem-solving tasks (Brown, 1978; BtoWn & De LOacheY 1978; Flavell, 1978).

These same defiCits have been Identified.injlearningAlsabled -children

/(lorgeten-1975)_andopoor readers inger & Ruddell976). In an: excellent,

reVi.e!,-Gdtlinkoff (1976).concludedthat poor .readers impOseJittle organitS- .

\..'.
tio texts,exia, read.in,a wordword fashion, invoke few:fiexible.Strategie

and-seem unaware of what good comprehension entails. Smith :0.975) S gested

that podr readers 0 nat seem ,to expect ,or care if .the material .makes 6-Ilse

:1Y

,but read in order to pronounce t

1

all d`wOrds correctly. Poor readers dO not

.ntilizesyntactic cues. (Guthrie & T er,.1§76;:Voget, 1976), lo note process .

ti words in text at. an intrhentence level (Clay & Imlach; 1971); and do not'

Use contextual iiiorMation to .infer proper responses on s'cloze task (Neville

& Pugh,' 1976). Clearly, poor readers do not take.adyantage of textual clues

or. special strategies to aid comprehension.

Our studies during tie past several yeOis have examined these limitations

:
of yodhg and poor readers in an attempt to .provide a detailed description
.,,

.

of reading development 4td the related cognitive skills. ,Each study.IS.. i

presented as-a separate chapter in this report to facilitate the'presentation

of data'. Ratrilonales, introductions, and diScassioneare also provided for
Veaah project/s4arately. .

lri
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Chapter 1
, .

hildru's Metacognitive-KnowIedg4AbOt7Reedln
.

.

.

.

..

1

.
.

.

Solving prbblems, remembering a series of words or pictures, and compre-'
hending prose are often deliberate actiong that require "self- invoked plans

and cognitive akills. In order to accomplish these goals, a learner must

coordinate a variety of information regarding, and -his

.

the.task andis av fable.:.

01strategies,and apply it appropriately:to the problem at hand Th' general
knowledge,thatgUideseffective selection and implementation..of.tadk.rellevant

0
skills has been referred to as metacognition (Brown, in press; Flavell, 1977),.

It 4s regarded as a "higter" levelfrof thinking, than task-specific strategies C,

because metacognitive owledge constitutes transituational information' about

the'parameters of learn g performance. MetacOgnitive knowledge serves an
executive funCtion of co rdinating and directing the learner's thinking and-
behaVior. .

Flavell'and Wellman(1977) identified'person, task, and strategy variables
as three important categories of metacognitive knowledgethat might help
children td remember effectively. First, children need to know about.their

own enduring characteristics and transient 'conditions that influence perform-

.ance. Learpers or memorizers need to appraJse realistidally their potential
in order to engage in skills commensurate with their ability. Second, Children
need to know about the purposes; scope, and requirements of the task before
the problem can be efficient attacked. Third, one needs to be aware of
the'existence of relevant stra egtes and. to recognize the need to appl hem. .

Further, one must form plans, enerate hypotheses, check one's progres eval-

uate. results; and generaliie behavior. In some senses theseare ideal tharact-
eritatfons ofthe knowledge required to solve problems%or remember. Yet an

extensive literature, particularly on memory development, has shown that while

adults'and older chil ren are often sensitive to metacognitive-variables,
children younger tha. eight.years.of age are leag sensitive (Brown, in press;

Pleven, 1977). SI= he, development of 'children' etacognitive knowledge

le associated with, efficient learning, emettiberin , and mmunibating, it

may. provide a critical link in explaining the transition f m a novice to a

'aophisticated.0oblemsOlver.
e

Reading is a complex behavior that; nvolves'interactions among percept-
ual.processea, cognitive skills," and metacognitive knowledge. For example

Stauffer ,(1969) cited a 1936. definition by Gray that,noted thee effective
reading.Passumesthat the reader not only.recogniits thd essential fact's or
ideas presented,03ut also ref lec s on their significancei'evaluates them
orftically,, Hi:seal/era ielationsh a between them, and clarifies hie,understand7.

ing of the .ideas apprehende emphasii added; pp. 8-9)." '.Awareness and de

'liberate use Of such comprehension monitoring strategies is critical for

proficient readihg. The value of thinking about. one* thinking,01r awareness

of metapognitive_knOwledge, andita relatiOnship to .good reading slillalies
been stressed repeatedly since Dewey's (1910) emphasis on reflective thinking,
A recent quotation from EleanorGibaon is particularly illuminating with re- .;

spect to the role of metacogni"tion in reading
.

.

"One (trend in cognitive development) that;seems,to' me: especially
pOrtant'iv the. increasing ability ,to: be aware of.one's own cognitive processes4
from the Begmentationta the phonetic stream 41i...the:way up to the understand-

ing of the strategies of learning and problem-solving.i There seems to be a

C.
e- .
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consciousness- raising eiiat goes alohg with many aspects of cognitive develo0-
.ment, and it turns out, I think, to be associated with attaining mature,read-
ing-SkilIa" (0ibson-1974,

.
.

Pespite the importance attributed to teflective -thinking and thetole
of metaCognitive knowledge, little research has been conducted to assess
children's*nowledge about the pAtemeters of reading. If the foregoing claims

., about;,the impOrtance ofmetacognition are true, then children's understanding
'of skillail)Urposea, and dimensions of reading should influence how they
Jearnto.read4 What kinds of metacognitive understanding do young children
.11haVe !aboutreading?. 'Unfortunately, the answer, much like'the data on meta-
memory..(see Flavell and Wellman, 1977), seems to be "notmuch," Reid (1966)
conducted a series of interviews with five-year-old, beginning re ders.to,find
'Out'what;concepts they.ftad.about the activity of reading. She obse ed that
children approached teadingas "a mysterious activity, to which they c me with
only the vaguest expectancies,' and "were not even clear whether one re d : I

the!pictures.or'the other marks on the paper. (pp. 60-61)." Although mo t fOur I

and five,year olds can diffeentiate writing from other characters an0 drawings[
(Lavine, 1977), beginninkreaders'do not. eem to understand the godlsot

!

meaning of reading. CIO (1973) found that 66% of five - year -old school
1

'entrants in Newealand did notknow that print rather than pictures told the
,story. After.six months of school nearly 90% of the children knew this meta,-.
Cognitive information about, the task.- Yet some children still confused the .

purposes and nature of 'reading after ajear of schooling. .

..,

In addition to conceptualizing the Purposes and scope of reading tasks, i

children must learn to employ strategies such_as predicting, planning, checking,
ond generalizing. Jhe propensity to engage An !or understand the need for. corli
prehension monitoring increases with age. Stf-correction rate in. oral readilg,
fat example, is a spontaneous and overt form f monitoring one's teading. In
Clfy's (1973) researc4, the .top 50% of young readers corrected spontaneously
one of three errors while, poor.readers only,cOrrectedone of 20'errors. In
fact, the rate of self-correction was more closaly related to prOgreis,in the
first three years of instruction,. when the emphaaislis On oralreadingt1than
either intelligenceor reading readiness scores (Clay, 1973).. Clay'l.results'

.,'indicated that'comptkhension checlCing!iaa useful Strvegy'an&deVelqls-w
.

ith 1

skill effiCieney in reading. Beginning readetsand poor readerth are less
-. likely.otleas a,le to. monitor their Own understandip For 'example; whenless''

Clays: (1973) e large groups of seven and' e ht-yea colds,.7"What-do you do
when.you come to a word ytou don't know" nearXY. 50% of e seven year ads'
teapOnded!"Don't know,","I'd skip it," Ot.ep ttd other kinds` of defaults.

1Only 4;,Orthe eight yeat olds reSpohded wit these kind shrug-the-shoulders
answer,: ually they answered that they w analyz ' he .word parts, use4

l'the_sentence-c6ntext, or solicit help...

.... In:gen rel., beginning' readers, like yollg Children other cog
, tasks, IlaV an extremely limited understanding of the' t sk dimensions a d

the rieed%t apply strategies for ading..,,Th purpdse f the present in-
. vestigatiOntyas to extend theana si ofr chi ten' metacognitive know ge

abalut teadfitg in order to provide broader description of their cohteptuali-H
4 ions assess...Standaidized questions -were given to children in Order to ase

N
.their understanding of, person, task,.and strategy variables rolvdd'in reading

.:?

,

f. .. , ,

er.
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This was a preliminary study modelled after Kreutzer, Leonard, and Flavell's

(1915) investigation of children's metaMemortalltnewledgen-procedure.
and questions were'guided by their work and our own intuitions about_

important parameters of reading. In order to extend the research on

beginning readers (Clay, 1973; Reidf 1966) and to coincide with the .

age ranges usually studied in metamemory tasks, two groups of children'

who could already read, but who were ofvidely different ages and

abilities, were tested.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 20 second graders, (mean age T 7-9, range:= 7-2 to 8-9)

and 20 sixth graders (mean age = 11 -9, range = 11-2 to 12 -2) bllanced tor

sex and selected without regard for reading ability. %,.1i- ,

.4.

Materials .

\
\ .

4 . , - ,

,

.

each.Eighteen interview items, consisting of varying numberslof questions

were organized in a script format. The items were designed to assess child-

ren's knOwledge in three general categories. In the category of person

variables, knowledge that subjects had about individual reading abilities

was assessed. -1Questionssbout the effects of age; motivation; sex, special-/

ized skills, and!environMentAl limitatioqson reading Abilities were inaluded.

Task variable questions were designed toAeasure children's knowledge about

,e effects of test mode, 1:ength Of story, speed,.preference, goals, structure
,,

,

of phrAgraphs, and famil4arity. ,Questidhs.regarding strategy\variables
rh7eesurea children's awareness of rereading, inference, imagery, and com-

prehention monitoring)as'reading,skills. Due to the exploratorynaturd of the
;.,\,study, several unproductive items were:includedon the interview script.

F' Some were purpose ully inc rporated' in ordei`to maintain children's interest

and to preserve e flowing, conversational nature'of;theinteView. Other -

items were ambig ous or resulted.in Uninterpretable rgspenserciatterns.. Re-

sponses to the e questions are not reported and this papdt is a---selective re-

port of.Cons,i tent data that bear o developmental a al

.

of reading. '10,11-1"

.
o', ,

°

1 '

1 Procedure
.

'-

.
Subjects were interviewed indivi ally, in a quiet room.at s. o . The

child and the experimenter were seate side by-side atd.a,lable h a micro-

phone and tapeYrecordef in front ,of tHtm. The,--dgildren 4ere inf ed of the

nature of the interview aed giver n opportuni to listen to th frown

voices on the tape recorder.. It s emphasize .that there)wer& o "right"

or "wrong" an s to-the qu stions andthat;w "just pant to know whatlyoi:--
'.'think.'. The qu tions: were read from the script in'a conversational manner .

in the same order for all childret. If 'a. subject was unable.to answer'or.
Clearly iisunderstOod the question, it was repeated.. If the repetition

4,.failed to elicit a respon e, 3,he questiot was rephrased until an answer

411.1)7Wab produced.. T entire essien was tape recorded. Ingene al 6K6 sessions

were relaxed and i formal and lasted abOut 25 minutes ."

..."

0

a.
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Scorine

Each c4ld's respvtiasr were transcribed-irto-d-written-deebtint-fromthe

tape-recorded interview. Two Judges checked the transcriptions and ecoded
lengthy responses into one or two word summaries that were semantically
equivalent to the original reports. There were fewer than 2% disagreements
between judged in this phase of data reduction, and ,hey were resolved

through mutual agreement. After preliminary,examination of the data, several

categories of responses were-eseablished for each-interview item. .Only, the

.first responsed given by each child were-analyzed order to control for
differences in verbalization among/children (excepOOPIn those cases wherelthe

child'obviously misunderstood the{question). As a result of experimenter
oversight, some'subjects were not administered all of the interview items.

Omissions were few and 'considered to be random; consequently, sample size

aried slightly for different questions. . .

Results and Discussion

In order to facilitate pre6entation of the data, each,of the 18 interview

qu= stioni giVen verbatim and grouped according to person, task, and strategy.

ca egories. The intended'focud of the question and the description.of children'1

re-porlses are provided for each numbered interview item. Differences between

young and. old children's understanding of the goals, skills, aid' dimensions ,

involved in reading are shown in(separate tables and were tested statistically

for each item.

!Person Variables

Specialized Skill. One relevantlaspect of readingis an individual's

perception7of the charact istics of an accomplished. reader. Knowing the

bbilitiesof a competent re der tould.serve as a guiding,cOn pp to children

about their personal limita ions and goals in reading4 Two uestions revealed
children's. knowledge about irdiyidual abilities.. Children were asked:

1.
\

"Ottit.maked someone a really good reader?" Although responses

were xaried, they were Classified into the four categories shown in Table.

1, general knoweldge, special skill,motivation, and don't knew.. Seventy

percent of the sixth grader but only 402 of the-second graders reported that .

'practice an special skill were necesftry components of .good reading..' On

the.other hand,25% of the' ounger children were unable to.lfeport.an,y qualifi-

cation of good readers, whi e none of the'older children were unable to

speculate: aboat4the cilaracteristics of good readers. then knowledge of speclal

skills wa's compared to the less poihisticated'responbes of the combined cate-

gories of general, knowledge, motivation, and don't, know, the grades.differed

significantly, ,241) = 4.94, p:.05; . ....,.

'..1 N4 .'r
.

7 1.'
% '- ...

A second question proVided'additional information aboup the specific

skills possessed by good readers and was designed to determle Whethet:thild-

. ren perceive reading ability as a general manifestatibn of schobl achievement,.

0' Or as a spetialized skill:. Children were presented with the following situation

2: "The, oth- day I talked to a- boy /girl wh2 was realli good at arith-

metic....,Ther I ask /her.if he/she was a good reader. What do you think

he/shOosaid?" ( tiond were phrases initerm's of the sa* sex of subjects")

Twelve of,twenty second graders reported that good mathematics skills are -

/"'
,-'S

. k

a



Table 1 ,

Frequency of Subjects Reporting Various
Chractiristics of Good Readers

Special Skills

IVOMIMM.111111101=1.1,

General Skills Motivation Don't Know

Pronunciation

Gride Practice VocabUlary Skills

Second

Sixth \ 14 1

General Schooling

Knowledgea and Age,

5 2

1 0

aReponses.included "knows more," "better learner," and "more experience."

4

#

41

\ 4

4

Liles Tries

Reading darder

w

Know

5

G"

A
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associatta wit)) good xeading skill°, while fourteen of twenty sixth Kradars

'realized that the two skills were nat. necessarily dopendent.. Ono child in
O

( each'grade responded that reading depeods ntthe individual -qhild. The age

1/41,
difference was significant, k2 (1) .3.8J, 2 .05. Responses to,quentions 1

and 2 indicated that older children reported that proficien5..0ading involves

specialized skills while younapechildrep did not.\
-

C 4,

Motivation Alnd Limitations. Anothet TdtacognitiVirbit of nforma ion

relevant to a person's concept of .his pbilitics :Ls the awarenes pf limiCing.

conditions and how. one might overcome them. We were curious to if child.t..,

ren are Sensitive to reading development as a function of opportunity and

motivation and gave them the foll.owing hypothetical situatioaL
,

. *

3. "Suppose there were two.boys named John and Alan whq came from

different homes. John's parents were'wealthy and John had lots of.toys and .

books. Alan's parents, though, were poor and didn't havemany books at haste.

Do you think one of these boys was.abetter reader at school? Which one,

Why?" Nearly all of the younger children (90%) reported that the rich boy

with more environmental opRortunities could read better. On the other hand,

65% of the sixth graders reported that the poor boy would read as well, if

not better than the rich boy (35% reported that' the poor,boy would be bdtter).

They explained that the poor boy's liMitations might be` .qualified by motivation

and other factos....A_typical justification reported by sixth graders was: .,

- "He (the poor boy) would spend more time reading and the rich by would plat

around." Significantly.more sixth graders,than second graders reported that

the poor boy would be equal to or a betteereader than the rich boyar X
2 *(1) I. 8.9

2, ,005.
. . .

.
--

.

.

,Task Variables
. .

,

Materiale..2.Three ekamples of task variables that can influence reading

are the length of the passage, the familiarity of the story content, and the

reader's interest in the story'.,, The following-questions were presented to . .

children to assess their awareness of these parameters:

.

'. J
,

:

..' 4. POne day I asked Jim to read alstoty that.Fas five pages long iShilo.

..Tom .red a.story that ,was two pages long. Which\bag,dtOok the longeit to red
. .

the story/. .Who do you think remembered the most??

.

5. "The wholp class wasgoing to read a 'story about New York City}...

' -Ann' was Ins.,New York rest summer for liar vacation. po you thihk that the'story'

7 might be easier:or Harder for Atkin to understand than Jane who had, never been
.. 4 .

to New York ?"
'''

'
,.

6. ."What's your favorite kind of story ?' (Child's response X). Say

yaur.teacher wanted you to read somethi * aomeching you really 'didn't like as

much as X. Which do yap think you would read Lioter, X r the teacher's story?

Which one would be easier to remember?"
The. majority of childreqtrom both age groups'reparted tha these priables

affect reading. All sixth gradersand all second graderb reported that long

passages require'Mare readingtime than short passage and all sixth graders.

and 75% of the second graders reported that fAmiliarit?with thg story content

facilitates story Comprehension'. Additionallly*e6S% of the sixth graders Aand

7% af. the second graders reported that preferred stories can be read faster

than'atoriesthat-are dislike, and 90% of the sixth graders and'8,5%. of the

12
,



second gtaders., reported that prefki4e:d. jtorNs wciuld be e.asie . tcyremeloPer._ -

,.no significant, Age 'Afffs.rences -.t.Tere.fo .)for tge .1 gt , familiarity, ,
.

nterest variables. ,,,,- 4/k\t,.k .. ... -, A'' '--' . i.k-.::

.- e- ,ReadineMode.'' A task.paramiter relevant to reading ik. the mode in Aticl,
rial is read. 71-o assess this variable children' were" asked: .

....,.,. f . 7. 11.011i1ch is quicker;freadingixint.:1104 or, read to xoursel-f?"- Zighty-', .

- .1;#1)2§..Pet.cent.'.of the sixth traders .and. only' 30% of the econd-grade indicated.
, . -

-
-tikat..readinViifently4,fs faster t*an read j,ng eloud-i-Wh ig 45%"of the. second

. .

..,... gredera,,:axidli'titip 11% of 'itite: sixth grader replied.-th.att4gasiing alOud arid silently
resuittd".1V-the same reading speed.. 4 comparison of aloud",.nd "silentiL re-: r;

iegpaligq9: ;across grades yiciA.d significant grade dtiffarinces, . (1) -. :4. 60
'...0.7.'.. ...,.:' - . , ,. I . ., r

i . i'oir A i liT 1 - . .

... , St riattlea , Cues. The readdrYs: know edge,,of structural features Of prose
...., viight serve" as a gtiide to comprehension.. Several' questions were. constructed

in order to inoveitigate" childreawa ness of 'paragraph strtiCttire._- Children
e::were ;,asked,:'

, , . -A

,.8.."Is.,. the,re an ythin gspeek l alp ut he .w aY sentences go into a -paragraph
or story? ".,?!..
Se;.Tenty percent of the sixth graders and 47% .of the Second graders indicated

..,that they were aware that. sentences ,are 'organized within a paragraph, but this
age difference wait signifiCant. However, only. two of the nine second graders :.

who x_eported awareness of btrudtural features 'of- paragraphs :gave justiftuations
ittat specified the sequential nature or common topics of, sentences in paragraphs
while nine. of 14 sixth graders justified their answers in these terms. ...,_

Significantly mcire:-.43.xth graders were 'aware of the2speCial organization of
sentences withl'n'paragraphs 'than second graders, X .(1)..= 5.00, 2. <'.05.

\ ..,'
. .

- .

. Th.:order to investigate children's awareness of specific paragraph peraL.
. meters; Subjects were asked, .' , . ,

9. "What 'does the first seitiende, usually do foi aparagraph or story ?"
. , .

10. "What does the last sentence do?"
As shown in Table 2,' 80% of the sixth graders' reported' that the leading sentence
is a semantic ro ction to. the paragraph', while' only 20% of the second graders
repOited that sen e attribute. The majority okthe second graders -did not

'. know the function o e first sentence or,reportal that it began the paragraph
or started with a:capita lettbr. "ro'.ung2chiidien-were less aware of the -demantic-
Characteristics of the firs -sentence, X (1) = 9'..24, P < .005.'

In response to question '10; 50% of the, sixth graders and only one-second
grader reported semantic a\ummary prciperties for the last sentence of a paragraph.
The'rerhaining subjects either reported temporal or punctuation properties of the

-sentence or said,:"I ;don't know." ,Comptaring "sum Fry" respontes with all other
responsesyielded, a significant age difference, (1) = 7.007, P < .01. While
many ch dren from both grade levels reported that sentences are Organized to
form p agraphs, significantly more, sixth graders were aware of the Semantle

Yu
.____ /7-
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Table-2

Characteristics--of First and Last SeRtences.i n Paradpaphsi

Cv: .

Grade Summarize Topic Begin4ir End , .Orthographie 'And &relevant.

First Sentence

Latt ,Sentence

a Includes responses such as "starts' with a capital letter" or Fends



properties of the first and .last `sentence

Goals
1 In order to

-tion Ofth%goal,
:goal..-!ihe,waY in
diffet frOm older
were asked,

.

a paragraph.

Solve problems, ane4must und4ratand the task, form a egncep-
Andselect.and ImpIement-appiopiiate means to attain that.

which'young children per&i:tie the.goal,Of a giVen task may

children. 'TO testrthis toothsibility foxlteading, childrdn.

11.. 'tr story'o.you ever tell the sto'that you read to B
ey
ra ohe'else? 'What

you try to tell them, all the words or just. the ending or :15'r

.Ninety7five percent of the aixth graders indicated that they'wOUld attempt
-reproduce the atory,Meaning'ddring recall while 45% of the second grader
responded that they would attempt to reptoduCe theatory'verbatim. COMp*r14
'verhhtimkan4 "meaning" responses 4.4osagrades yeilded a significant grade
differeno, 2 (1) = 4.68, .2.:( .01:,4PA1MoSt all the: sixth grader9 perCeiVedthe..
g'Oal of a story recall desk as meariiia'construction,.but'rbe goal for nearI
half of ithesecond-graders w s exact reproduction.

If youhg.andold .children perceive :gals dif exently, it Migh f be'

exptegted that:thiy also differ in th- eness of the appropriate.seection
of'a meas to attain their selected goal. The following questioriwas.akeVto
reveal information relevant to this hypothesis: P." ,

'The othet- 'day I asked Bill-to read a story and t4

he:read. Before he started reading, thoUgh; he asked me if wan

reigember the story word for word or for thegeneral meaning.4,Wh
he asked me thatr:
.ihe*pde variety of ;responses to this question were.grOuped i
thrde conceptual Categories:. specifid-strategy, general aid
responses. Children's responses were included in the firstitategory:if they
indicate that -knowledge-of task goals could elicit specific study strategies:

Asib example, one sixth grader reported that "If'you wanted him to remember: words

he would take a lot longei 'cause he would memorize, if,Meanifig---(he'woula read '

the parts of the paragraph with 'important facts." If children reported that

knowing the goal of the task would help them respond Correctly' hut
specify how i 'would help, their response was scored/as -flgeneral'aid." This

category i uded responses indicating that knowing/the goal would: help them

remember that they would knoW what information /was required'for recall.
The "other response" categOry included bizarre j/ tifications and "I don't know'

responses. "_ As shown in Tible 3 60% of the sixth gradersrealized that knowing.
the -goal. of a reading taslecin lead to the emplOyment of' different strategies'

Mille only one aecond grader indicated any a renesaof(differential strategy
Use applied to the presented Situatioa-. IVity ent of the.seCond'graders,had;
no idea why.someonewould Want to knOW the. e reading task. The trend
for more sixth, graders 'to indicate specif -atrategi s a d'formore second
graders to indicate' "other responses" wa significant, )C M.... 12.96, p. <

<12

6
.

A potential regson,that second g ers do not differentiate exact reproduc-'
tionfrom.meaning reconstruction is.that they perceive exact word recall as
equivalent to, or at least:as easy as recall of the !story meaning. TO investigate

rt

to tell me what
ed him to

you think

e following
Wand other



Table 3

Frequency of utrjecti Reporti ng Why Some ne Would Want
-4.

o Know the Goal of a Reacting Task

Specific
Strategy general Other

-Know 0.

strtidY.
Help Requi red^ Just to . Done' t

Grade Differently wAnRemember ser 9 Know
. . --.-Ilyelevant -Knot.

Secpnd 1 2 2 10

sixth 12 , 1
2

. y



that posaibility, children were asked,'

.1

'' -1......3 tohich would be easier t do, read wor'd for word or fcli eneral
4 .

1

nieaning?"
Si2fty-five percent. of the . second, grade i: and* 90% of the Aixth graders reported

that meaning recall is easier, than etelot .reproduction. ' he grade .differenees.

were:sot signifrant indicating that' most of the ,second gTaders. realied that

meaning recall was easier than ct ie rOduction..

Another reason for,differential* strategy use by grades may be that secone

graders. re nof aWare of the importance of selecting 'sRecific strategies 4Or

particu els. We aksed,
..se ,

14. J. "Would yOU.do anything dif ntly if you lied to remember all the

wOrds?"
Only 33% of the second graders, as oppo dd

too 80%. of the sixth graders, stifd,

they would .orMight execute an exact repro_uction task differently than

meaning recall task: ,Significantly,mOre sixth graders than second, graders:

ylicated that, they 'wOuldeipioy different 'strategies for die different tasks,

X (1).:T 6,46, 2. 1. .025.
. .

Ih general, second graders reported, that exact recall is more difficult

than meaning recall but were not:able to report different strategies, indicating:

awareness. of differential task difficulty, but illUmlaating their obliviOus .

ness:of matching means to goals. Older Children seemed to be more aware of

subordinating appropriate means to specifid goals and' better able to disCrimi-
.nate the varying difficulty of tasks Chan Younger children.

Stiategy. Variables

Skimming. The previously discussed goal differences of second graders

,reiterating words and sixth graders reconstructing meaning 'may inclic4e.tht

yotinger children perceive the purpose of reading as decoding while older

children perceive a goal of meaning extraction or construction. This difference.

should be reflected in perceived strategies for skimming. If the reader's goal

is to- decode written material then he/she may be expected to ,attend to easily

pronounced and familiar words while skimming,. Readers concerned with meaning

extraction would attend to those words and phrases which convey the most informa-

tion. = To examine 'this hypothesis, children were asked,
'o

15. "If you had to read a. story very quickly-and could only -read some of

the words ; which ones. would you try to read?"

As indidated in.Table 4, 70% of the second graders and only 30% of the sixth

graders .reported That while skimming they Vould attend to words that would be:

easy for :them :to reach Sixty percent of the sixth graders and none- of the
second graders indicated that they would skim for Words,tliatiyielcied . the most.

',information. "The other 10% Of the sixth graders:indiated a skitming:strategy...i

of reading' only the first portion of each paragraph. An analysis of the

categories. Easy words versus Information yielded a significant difference

between grades, 1: (1) = 16:08, 2. < .601.
I

ti 17



-4, Table 4-
)

requency of subjects ridiag to Different

'As pp e tt of a.-Paragraph Whi mai ng

'Fami 1 i ar Easy Informative Difficult First Any Don 't

Words Words Words Words Senterict: Half Know



, A

Resolving Comprehension Failures. Deterdining the''theaning of unknown woids
and sentences is a crucial aspelct of 'reading: EVen sophisticated readers-en-

. coUnteeincompreherisible material and need to draw ,upon strategies to .resolve
thoseconprehensiOn fail Yes& Several questioris were. constructed to investiga
children's .away .theit.owri'methods for Oval-mining unknown informitii
Wye asked,

; ,

M.o.

es ).fo: 'What.dd you do ifyou don't un4erstand a wordethat you read ?"
NrAs iflustrated in Table 5, all children indicated a stvategy. for determining

an unknownword. Both groups'said they would ask other peoplt for help in
Oettraing new words 40% of the second' graders and 35% of the s xth graders).
ThitY-five percent of the sixth graders reported that they wo d seek help from
a di tionary and-40Z of the.second_graders would try to souad ut the words.
The ereae for.second graders to respond "sound-oueand sixth giaders'to re-
spond "diptionary" was si&niicant Oisher's exact .2 < .005) and offers 'further

. support 'for the hypothesized decoding goal of young chilqren.

, In. order to investigate Children's awareness of strateg es to resolve
sentence comprehension failures, they were asked,

17. ."What do you do if you don't undetstand a whole sentence ?"
Examination of Table 5 indicates that the most frequent answer was againto
seek help from other'people (40% of

that
sectond,gszedsrs and 55% of the.sixth:

graders),butW.nlik. responses lot:deteiminingwords,:30% Of4the:seCO4graders
Could not tepoit how they would resolve this comprehension failure,. Comparing
"don't knae;regponses with. "ask anOtherpersori" esponses yielded a signifi-
Cant gradediffeTenee (Fisherei:exact: .a .< .:(305)"

.
o

,.

In order to determi if thildren would eread a passage to comprehend.a
sentence,"Ithe children'we asked, .

I8.1"Doyou.eVer nave to go back to the beginning.of a paragraph or storyo
.

to: igure out whata sentence means ?. What ? ",
Fiftylive percent of the second graders and 80% of the sixth grades reported
that they.would rereadthey.ategr-aph. The difference between' grades was not
significant. ..However, 75%..of the sixth graders who' responded that they would
reread teporteA the' justificatiorCthatrereading the paragraph would provide
infornation4ant:cOntextual 'cues useful for determining the sentence meaning. i
.Eighty-eight:percent of the second graders who responded reteadrepOrtednon-
strat c justifications or could not justify their response. Significantly
mo Sixth graders reported that they would rereed2in order to utilize. conteXtuel

asap resolve sentence comprehension failures, X (1) = 6.31,p.< .025.
getleral, young children_hed few.resources available fOr.deCipheting the meaning

ronknoWn words or sentences and seemed insensitive to the .need for resolving
hension failures.

General Discussion

YOung Children in this Study we4 unaware of manyimpOrtant'parameterS of
reading. They weremot sensitive to teak dimensions or tRe need'toinvoke

1.9
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special strategies for cliff rent mateyials and goal*..,3110/rePorted few strate,-
gies. or reasonsJorscheckin their Sinmnderstanding or progrest.and wece'not
aware Of-specific Character stics of Ejokicient readers. Altheu young chil-'
dren wet4 aware of limffations such agropportunity to read, the did not report
neutralizing factors such as 4iotivation for overcoming thote obstacles. While

4-young Children were aware of some task variables,(e.g.,4 interest, familiarity,
and story length) and indicated that sentences a Organized.within paragraphs,'
they were insensitive to specific semantic 'featu es such as sequencing orcommoon
topics. Also, they were_unaware of the introductory and-summary qualities of .

first and last sentences in paragraphs. -Second graders were less sensitive to
thestrategies,required by different reading and memory goals. They reported
fewer strategiet'than older children and were not asaccurate in coordinating
.particular strategies with specific tdsk goals./ On the other hand, older chil-:
dren were aware of.the existence of various reading strategies andwere sensitive
to when.and how to use them. .

.
., . .

Childrgn's reported awareness of metacognitive knOwledge about reading is
consistent wi data on children's reports ab'but metamemory (Kreutze'r, Leonard
and flaVell 1975). Young children froM both studies were aware of tlip facili-
'tative,eff tsof ,familiarity with task materials, recursive operatic,s (reread-
'ing.and e study,. time), and paraphrasing.: Consistent age differergces were
alto four . Young.childten tend to refer to external sources such as other
'people to resolve unknown. information, while older children generate more
internally orienikStrategies. :Older children in both studies distinguished

amount nd kind of preparatory action andvdre generally more sensitive to'aub-:
betwev,a;74s Where_the perceived level of task has implications for

ordinating the appropriate means to the service of remembering or reading:
..

A general implication of children's responses in the present study is that
second graders perceive reading as an orthographic-verbal translation problem
rather than 'as ameaning construction and comprehension task. Young Children'
'were relatively insensitive to semantic dimensions of-paragraphs or to goals
.and methods of meaning apprehension. They focused on exact story reproduction
rather than recall of a story's general meaning and thought reading aloud was
quicker than silent reading. Also, they seemed to be unaware of the special' .

.characteristics of good readers and the special strategies required for moni-
toring understanding. In general, second graders focused on decoding goals
rather than semantically, related goals for reading and indicated few strategies
appropriate for information extractionot construction.. Sixth graders were
more aware of meaning dimensions cAf patagraphs and of the skills required to
achieve underitanding.

The, present data is restricted to descriptions of age-related changes in
Children's reports,, but there are several speChlatflits that could be offered to
explain the developmentof metacognitive knowledge'about reading. .A likely
explanation is that educational materials and teachers' strategies are oriented
towards' decoding goals, and.translation skills in beginning readers. Young
children's netacognitive InoWledge would be entirely consistent with explicit
infornation provided by teachers if this is true. An alternative speculation
is that children induce and abstract metacognitive knowledge from many settings .

and problem-solving situations and that greater awareness of means, goals,and
task parameters about reading reflects-a general developmental accomplishment'
(1 Paris, 1978). In support of this view, children seem to acquire an explicit

Ai
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awareness of 'mnemonic skills and goals between ''lle ages of six and twelve. td

(Flavell & Wellman 1977)'. Indeed, young.children!s difficultiet with deliberase
problem - solving situations such at memory,, reading, ap.kreferentialOcommunica- : '

tion may be a manifestation of their incomplete metaCogative awareness of per-
'aon,task, and strbtegy variables that influende performance. '' . ,. \

Research on'the relationships between teachers' beleavior:and students'
. ,

r metacognitive knowledge, reading knowledge andactual reading performance,, and-
understanding of'reading vis a via other cognitive tasks.is needed to elucidate

the origins of Children's metacognitions. Combining behavioral research with
interview studies such as the present investigation would help todisenngle
the confounds between children's verbal skills and reported knowledge addhelv.-
to4aolate the functional aspects of metacognitive knOWledge that guide'dhil-

-dren'slerformande.. Investigations that eMploy'audh. converging operations may
., yield information regarding the cognitive processes and knowledge.that underlie.

efficient reading.

AlthOugh the pragmatic implications are.numlerous, we think, the present .re7
search suggests several fundamental relationaamon instruction, metacognitive
-development, and reading proficiency. Fitst.instructional activities may in-
finance readers' planfulness and facilitate self-guided behavior.. A proficient:
reader has'learned to define a purpose to a particulartask-an4 is flexible so

. that different goals can be set under different conditions. For example,
teachers mayA)rovlde instruction to readers for regulating behavior .according_to
passage diffiCuity, story length, amount,Cf memory.deMands, and `various amounts
of study apportunities'in'order to maximize comprehension and memory. 'If one

is aware.of explicit task goals and aware of how different task parameters
affect-those, goals, one can piore easily select strategies and execute processes
.to meet those goals. Deliberate and efficient goal betting may be sensitive to,
direct instruction and is.one:Important relationship between metacognition and
reading (Stauffer) 1969),

. A second potential advantage of. explicit awareness of readingYariables,is
that-it permits tone to deliberately ignore.irrelevant.informationand attend to
meaningful aspects of the teak. For exalileproficient readers may learn to
ignore pictures, type setting, and background featurea of the message when. they
are tangential to the.goal Of.meaning extraction, Deliberate attention nvolvea
perceptual processes but also 'could Involve the.recruiiMent of special strate-
gies for understanding.- A proficient-reader may utilizesuch strategies as' ,
underlining, notetakingor selective rereading. IncorPO4tion ofauch skills

-'.into the readers' knowledge base and awareness of the value of those skilWmust
precede their.deliberateemployment. .Awareness' of one's pptential abilities.
and the development ofa repertoire.of task relevani:inforMation: maybe atquired
through a combination of instruction and induction. The development of the
reader's repertoire of knowledge, that will.be necessary for deliberate and sUb-
sequently automatic skills of decoding and comp rlhending, maybe facilitated

1.by explicit instructions and ample reading experience. These aspects of reading,
planful goal setting, selective attention, strategy recratient, and a repertoire
of information interact continuously during competent reading and may be amenable
to training and remediation.

One purpose of this study has been to illustrate. how reading skills can
be embedded in aicognitive framework'andrelated to children's developing ap-
preciation of a variety of metacognitive knowledge.: If metacognitive knowledge

A
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About reading is shown to be critical' for the acquisition of- reading galls ,.

then educators may want to incorporate specific programs for teaching this
information to children into reading curricula. The results of the pre-sent

study demonstrate that beginning readers have a mited understanding of read- ..-i
-ing.,as a cognitive activity and certainly could p ofit from 'instruction re-
garding the means, :goals, .and parameters of profic ent .reading., . 4tt,--...

:

-
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Monitoring, Organiz

Study 1 indicated that`' child n have alimited understanding of the.
task 4imensions and the need to pply strategies for. reading.' The purpose.

_ofthrs'study was to replicat he findings of Study 1 and to,relate(child-
rents knowledge about readi to thAr reading abilities and comprehenston
strategies.. Children we 'presented a modified interview from Study 1

and were asked to pe rmseveral tasks involying story materials. The ,

teed; involved constructing stories from a scrambled array.of sentenCes,
selecting the most important sentence from a story, and studying end reca11-1%,:
ing simple stories. In order to evaluate the qualitative.characteFistics of":
perforiance on tasks with story materials, it was necessary to specify the
nature of t e organization structure of stories. Rumelhart (1975) spicified

supfasente al relationships to characterize the structure of simple
myths and ablest while other researchers have expanded. his struct ral
characterizations and related them.to'Cognitive structures for internal,
representation pf story parts (Mandler and Johnson, 1977; Stein and. Glenn,
1978).. Handler and Johnson (1977) parsed stories into six general "gram-

matical" units: Settings, Beginnings, Reactions (Internal Res5pnae),

Attempts, Outcomes (ConSequences),.and Ehdingsl Settings introduce char=
actors and/or the time andlocale of the stpxy. The Beginning...consists

of cue or more events that cause the.-protagbnist t6 rdspondl*OT4A'prota-
gonistis initial response is an internal rdactidin (Internal.tesponse
that is follbued,b3 a ,simple action or by an attempt to reacka goal

(Attempt). Ile. Outcome is a direct consequence of an Attempt and the Ending
is the close of an episode or story. The Endingo.unlike an Outcome, is not
necessarily tied to a particular Attempt, but may also refer back to the

Beginninggr to the protagonist's Internalaesponse. An episode may

consist of a combination' of the story grammar 'units and generally contains
only. one Beginning and one Ending. A story consists of one or moreepisodes. o.

4:1
g, and Recalling Stories

pter

Td investigate the role .of grammar units in encoding and tetrieval,.
'Handler and Johnson (7.977) examined 'first grader's, fourth grader's: and
adult's recall protocols from simple stories. In general-, theadults recalle

more than fourth graders, who recalled more than first'graderatand the Six

grammar units were, differentially recalled by both Children and adults."
Settings, beginnings and consequences were recalled well by.all' groups while
endings and internal responses were recalled poorly. The only age

ac

by,

grammar unit interaction was that adults recalled attempts well, while

young4iidren recalled them poorly. Mandier,and Johnson concludedcthat,
"ewe the younger subjects are sensitive to the structure of stories and
have Schemata which organize'retrieval n,a fashion similar to adults

.(p. 145)." .

.

In this study, the use of grammar nits as a qualitative measure of
'.task performance also served the purpose of replicating Mandler and Johnson'

(1977) study on the type of grammar units recalled by children and allows

as examination of the utility of grammar units for other cognitive tasks.



Method4v

t Subjects

4' 4.. .

:.'-Subjectiw re 16 third graders and
;

16 sixth gradefs balanced for sex
'And..seleated Without regard,fdr reading ability. Third .,grade and sixth

...grade ageme4rislirete48-710 and 12-7 respectively and ranged. from,".7-10 to
foethird graders and from 12-q0 to.13-10 for sixth.gra4prs.. Stan-

dardized reading scores from the Stanford Test"of Academic Skills were
obtained-for eadhchild. Stanine scores for each grade.ranged from.2 to. .

9.: In Addition fo children, 50.Purdue University students from an intro!-
dilatory developmental psychology course voluntarily participated in the
ranking task.

Materials

Interview. Twenty-fonr questions were. oKsanized into a script format
similar to the interview in Study 1. Seventeeq questions were selecteci
fro Study 1 in order to replicate the major findings frointhat experiment
and seven nit questions were added to provide metacognitive'information for
Comparisons with other tasks. The items were designed to assess children's'
knowledgeshoudrperson, taSk,and,strategy variables. .Questibni about
'personal limitations, reading goals, study skills, skimming, resolving
comprehension feflures, and knowledge .about structural cueewere inclUded.

J.

%is . . -
Rearrangememt".and rating. The stories used for the rearrangement and

rating tasks 'were_ adapted from Handler and Johnson (1977) and from sto.rc
and 4aerin (1971).f The Fox and Bear story and the Boy..etory.were chOsen
for their fandllarity for both age groups, for their short length, d.

:hecause,they ha&previouily been parsed according to story grammari. Each
story seletted frir the rearrangement and ranking tasks was coniposed of
taro episodes, with.one of each six grammatical units per-episode;

-For.the 'rearrangement task, each sentence was typed on a,8 1/2-x 1
inch laminated card.. On the upper right.tainer of each aardgePletter'of
the Greek alphabet was written in ardei,to aid-scoring by the experimenter.
For-the rating task each sentence was typed on one line of a 8 1/2,x 11

_ A

sheet ofpaper with triple spaces betWeen each sentence. Each sentence
was preceeded by a black line on which dhildrencould.enter a number.

.c.

Stories were presented'on separate sheets of PaPer,"
Study and recall. For the study and recall'task, 24 'sentence story

. entitle Judy's Birthday was, selected from Stein and Glenn (1978) and-
adaptetto fit 'Handler and Johnson's story 'grammar. 'Several sentences
mere .added to the story so, that four episodes, each cansisting.aone

each-grammatical unit could be included. For the study task,
each sentence was prepared in the same manner as sentenCes,for the re-
arradgemenetask exceptthat sentences were numbered on the reverse side
of the card insteadof containing Greek letters. The nutbet Of:eatherd".
corresponded to_the correct serial position of the.sentence.:The,story
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as-niSO .typed an a single sheet of.paper in the same format as stbries

for the rating :task.. This sheet was used to indicate-the six best sentences

,t0-study.

topedure
,^:1!;;i'' - ',.. ... .

. . .

.
.

- .

H'- Children, were'tested'individually in'a'quiet'foom at school. Each child

WasseenOntwo different-47s, with a seven.day:interval between day,a..: On
dityyl, :Children were first presented with 12 scrambled sentences which they.'

,reorganized' to form a coherentstory., F011owing'rearrangement, children
tated'eachaentence for its level of importance, to the gleaning of the'.:

- ,

story. .

On day 2, children werwpresented with 4 24 sentence story. to.study.in

-0tdertoremember later. After-the,,childrewindicated that'they were
.

finished studying, they were interviewed about theirknowledge of-I-4444,
aleMoryandstory, parameters. Following. the interview,children'were;askek'
to .recall as much' ofthe :previously studied story as they could,,

,OUbsequentAy asked tolSeleCt,the six best sentences to study.-Hingeneral
the7sedSions were..relaxed anclinforMal and lasted.about 20 minutes fOt.eaciv
day:.en&for each group. Detailed deacriptions.of the procedures are pre7'.'

Yaented in the SubsequentseCtiOns for each task.,.:

irInterview. Interview procedures:were identical tol, oceduresJor

tirdy. 1.

StorycOnstruction And ratings of importanCe. For the rearrangement

task,. the:child and the experimenter were seated-bfatable with. the .deck o

scrambled sentences; It was explained to eap child that one'sentence:was.
written on each card, and that the sentences go together to fotm a story_.

They wera:tyld,that the sentences were "all.miXed.ue and their tisk..Was

to,pn.themitosetherto make a Story.- The shuffled deck was then' giVen;tO.
a` child, who was instructed to reedeach sehtenceeloue and.placeAtface
up on the desk, with'the.first sentence plated at the top,.seCond Sentence

AalaC4d.below:_the,first,,.etc.., until_all-sentenCes were .placed..in,:'a Column
in;the order in which they read. The child was then directed to construct
the,best sentence order to form a story, and to tell the.eXperimenter_when

the story was complete and Correct.. childindiCatedthat the
.task was finished, he was instructed. to check:the sentence order and: to
change:the arrangemedt if any: errors were found. The total:time to. arrange...:.

and to check and rearrange the story was recorded with a stop Watch..'-_Through

out the 'task,' the experimenter recorded each succ4aSive.Choice. and:placeMett

and: recorded the. final sentence order.,

-:Afterti* children had arranged: the first story, they were given the
sheet of:pa er. with sentences listed in their proper order,. The :

llin'exp ed that some santences.aremore-importanifor the meaning of

the stork' t
ianothers,.andthenfdireCted

the children to place a check

Park neXtto the four:Mostimportant sentences. After the four sentences.:

were selected ,Children were told to.place a nuMber kbesideithe moSt:imparr.
...:

. ,

tent:sentence-of those four, place a 2 by the.next most important, 'etttiiitii

th oUrientendesWere ranked. Children were then told to check the,fonr-::

nextimost #13.0*tant sentences, then number .them It After the eighth ran



Vas liven, 'children Are told to, assign umbers 9-12 for the remaining'.
sentences. Following the last ranking, children were presented with the
Second story for rearrangement andthe above procedure was repeated. The
order ofstory presentation was counter-balanced for each grade group.

Study and_recall. For the study task, a child and the experimenter
were .seated at a table with the story sentences placed face dawn in front
of' them. It was explained to the child that sentences of a story were'
written on the reverse side of the cards and that the sentences were properly
ordered. They were informed that after-reading the story they would )rave
the opportunity to study it and would then be asked to recall the story
meaning. They were also informed that a verbatim recall would not be
required. The child was then instructed to read aloud each sentence in
proper order and to turn it face down after reading and were subsequently
directed to study the sentences so that as much of the story as possible
:could be remembered later. They'were told that the only study restriction
was that each sentence had to be placed face down after examination.
Throughaut the reading and study sections of the task, oniltone sentence
at a. time was face-up and all others were face down. The experimenter
recorded the 'sentences that were chosen for study and the order in which
they were chosen. After children indicated that they ifere finished
studying the interview was administered. Following the interview, child-
TM We re. directed by the experimenter to "tell me as much of the story as
you can remember." After children .stoppedeciting, they were asked if
they could remember any more of the story. The free recall and the inter-
View responses were recorded on tape.

After recall, children were given the sheet of paper' with the lis t of
6 entenCes fraiM the story and were asked to check off' the six.best° sentences
to study,

Scoring

Interview. In general,coring procedures for the interview task
were identical to Study 1. Ii addition each individual was assigned at
score of 1 or 0, for -each iten, with ,1 indicating .a sophigticated, adult-
like response and 0 indicating a nonsophisticated response. Interview
scores were determined by two judges who reviewed the general response
categories for each item and assigned a score of 1. or 0 based on their
intuitions about efficient reading. The percent of agreement between
judges was 96% and the one disagreement was resolved through interjudge
dispassion. An 'indiiiidual's overall score was determined' by, summing across
items.

Stbry construction. A number of measures were recorded for the -re-!
arrangement task. The number of sentence placenients and the total time 0.
to construct the story werdizi-)iibtained. Individual Scores were Also derived
from the number of sentences placed in their correct serial ptiition and
the number of sentences pladed in their pioper paired sequence, regardless'
of the serial position of the pairs.

Ranking. 1 ndi ual. scores for the ranking task were computed



according to whether they agreed with adult norms. children were assigned
score of 1`: .for each sentence that was ranked in the same third 'as the

adult rankings. A Q$ld's overall score was determined by summing` the
number;of. adult-like ranked sentences.

Study and recall. Two measures of the study task were taken; total
study, ,time, andthe total numper of tithes sentences from tl'ie story were
examined. For the recall, task, sentences were scored as correctly recalled::
if -the child's response contained the essential Meaning otIche originally
presented sentence. If children transformed grammatical dr syntactical
components of the sentences, such as verb tense. or word order, or ,substi-
tuted sy'nonyms or phrasies that were semantical;y equivalent to the original
.Words and phrases and these transfOrmations preserVed the original sentence:
meaning, the sentence was scored as correct. If a child's recall included
sentences or phrases that were rafted to the stOrY, 'such' as to cal infer-
enceS and el:$4,.rations that were tot explicitly stated in the story, those.
sentences and phrases were. scored as elaborations. RepOrted sentences
that were unrelated to the story were scored as irrelevant. Two judges
independently scored the recall protocols and 88% .of the repoilgd sentences
were. identically scored by both judges. 'The greatest .amount of7variance
betweenjudges was attributed to distinguishing elaborations andirrelevant-,
responses. The percent Of agreement between judges for determining whether
a sentemice was recalled or not recalled was 96%. Each.individual's total

score did not include elaborative or irrelevant responses but. was
deteritiined by the number of sentences that were correctly -recalled.

Results and Discussion

Interview

The interview results are presented in basically the same format.- as
results from Study 1. A comparison between items included in both experi-
rents will be presented, after. the data pr, sentation for the interview:
items of this study.

r,,4w

Person Variables.

A. . Specialized skills A reader's knowledge of the type of skills
necessary for reading may serve as a guide for the development of, his: own
reading. skills. To determine whether children perceive a proficient reade
as one who has acquired a specific scat of reading skills or as one who is
academically superior in general, children were presented with the, following,
situation:

1. 'The other day I talked with a boy/girl who was really good at
arithmetic. Then I asked' him/her if he/she was a good reader. What do you
think he/she saidl Yes, that's right, why do you think 'so?" (Questions
were phrased in terms of the same sex of subjects.) Seventy-five percent
of the third graders and one of the sixth graders 2ported that someone goo
in arithmetic would also be a proficient' reader. ghteight percent of
the sixth graders and 19% of the third graders reported that someone good
in arithmetic would not necessarily be a good reailei. An analysis of the
responses yielded a significlnt age relationship, X. (1) = 15.95E Q c .00



04iittigradets and one third grader reported that the person's reading

'ability would dePend on other factors and their responses were not-enilered.

.4rItothe Chi square analysis. Justifications for responses'indicatedthat
itaders perceived reading and arithmetic as separate activities

requirixig diffeient skills while the third graderswho
reSPOndSdItyee" indicated general intelligence .factors or responded Frith.

rIdOnit:JilioW". As in the first interview, older children reported that
teading:requires.special skills,.while YOunger children did not.

:AI,' Limitations. Other person variables which may. affect reading

development are environmental opportunities and reading related personal

.mobilities and limitations. In order to assess children's knowlidge.0 the

affects of enVironmentai opportunities and limitations,- the following

situation was prebehted:

2. "SuppoSe there were two boys named John and"Alan who came from

.diffetenthomeS.: John's .parents were wealthy dnd John had lots of.tOys.and

books. Alan'S parents, though, were poor and didet:haVe many books at,

hote:Do you.think one of these boys was a better reedit st_s 01? .Which

one? why?".
SiXtyrthree percent of the .third and 25%. of sixthsixth gtaders reported that

t13e::_ rich boy would be.a better reader, while. 3X,' of the sixth raders and:

257. of the third graders'reported that the poor boy would be a better

reader. Onethird grader and two'sixth graders thought thatthey Would-.

.
have equal reading abilities.. "Same" and "poor boy" responses were combine'

and compared againq "rich boy" responses to yield the same significant

ail*.relationsildi), X (1) 3.88, 2. <'.05& The most common jUstification

fcr. the ,poor boy being-'a better reader r(70of the sixth .and P50% of thethirk
.graders):was that he would be more motivated to read thanthe rich boy,_

whowould'be more interested in "playing around." 'Several children's
justifications also mentioned that the poOt boy could obtain books throu

a library.' .

In order to determine children's awareness of other ability..linitations

or.advantages they were asked:
4'

3. "Some people can remember better than others. If Alan could

remembermore names, places and facts than John, would that help him read

better? Why?".
The-majority of third and sixth graders (69%'Snd 81% respectively) thought.

a good memory would or could aid reading but more sixth than third graders

reported appropriate justifications for their responses. Nine of 13'(69%).

sixth graders stated that memory could help reading by locating main ideas,

would facilitate rereading, and other strategic responses, while only 4 of

11 (36%) third graders reported similar justifications. Most third grade

justifications were just a restatement that someone with a good memory

can read better,or that he can remember better. While most children were'

aware of the disadvantages of limiting factors on reading, more older than

youngei children specified ways to overcome obstaCles and spec Wei haw

limitations inhibited reading.



Teak Variables.

1, ;A. Purpose. . Reading processes may be partially 'determined,by#the
,:.raadees predeived _purposes and goals of the task. In order to determine
whether:Children realize the importance.of knowing a, task's goal-, the follow='
ing situation was presented: ,

4. "The other day I asked Bill Co read a' story and then totell me
'what:7:1e read. Before he started reading, though, he asked me if. I winteCL.
)4m4o,reuember the stOry word for word .or just' remembei the general
Meaning.' Why do .you' think he asked me that?"
Approximately :.the same percent of sixth graders. (38%) as third graders.
(48%) responded that knowing the goal of a task would help the reader, but.,

.they :didn't specify hOw itwould help. An of the remaining sixth gradervi
. ;reported that they would study or recall the story differently according

to 'the task goal, While 67% of the remaining third graders .(38% of all the
third, graders) reported irrelevant ,answers or replied, "I don't knOw. A
Comparison of -the differential study category with the don't know category-:-
replicated:the response pattern for this item in.-Study 1 and yielded a
significant age relationship, Fisher's exact probability <:05.° SiXth
graders are More likely than second and third graders to spontaneouily
repott that differerit means are required to accomplish different .goals..

In order -to determine whether children were aware of the differentia
difficulty of tbe. goals mentioned in question 4, children were asked:

5. "Which would be easier to do, rea:d..word for word or for general
meaniner.1

41146As in Study' L., all of the sixth graders and 81% of the third graders
reported that- reading for the, general meaning is an easier task. As a
more-direct assessment of whether children would employ different Means to
different goals, they were asked:

6. "If you had to remember all- the words, would you read any differ=
ently than if you had to remember the zneaning?"
Replicating arlier response pattern, 946 of the sixth graders and
63% of the third graders responded that they would read or study:differ-
ently for the different tasks, while 38% of the third gradere reported that
they would do nothing differently. even with this direct question regarding
employment of different means to different goals, the pattern.,for more
sixt than third graders to indicate different strategic awareness was sigra
ficant, Fisher's exact probability < .05.

To further investigate children's diVeren.tial means employment for_.;
specific goals, the following question was Presented:

7.. "Would you do anything differently if you had to remember the°
meaning of aLatorY a week' later instead of remember it on the same.day?"
Most children at each grade level responded ;positively.,1 Sixth-three
percent of the third graders and 88% ottthe siXth.graders reported that
they would study differently while 31%- of the second graders and 132
of the sixth graders reported that they-would not do anything differently
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or the differ .t goals (one third grader.respbndedt "I don't know").
o

B. Test Mode.::Anotherreading relevant task-demand is the test mode.
In Orderto aissesslf.thather children realized the effects of this Variable
theywe*eaiked:

IY

IS"A.Eter..Bill read the 'story I asked him some. questions. Some-
timesi1 asked Bill to tell me if a was in the story.
:Other times I asked him to tell me in his wn wordswhat happened. Which,
Auestion would be easier"7- to tell.aboutthe story' in hiswn wordsor:to
..:recOgnize:the sentences from the story?"
`Seventy-eight:percent of the sixth graders and 50% of the third graders
reported that recall was easier than sentence recognition. while the
remaining'subjects, report that se en2e recognition was easier. The. grade
relationships were not significan X (1) m 1.20,.2. 1 .05.

...

C. -Structural Cues. The rears 'knowledge about structural cues
may Serveas a guide to comprehens n. Severalquestions were constructed
to"tap children's .knowledge of the characteristic structure ofparagraphs
and stories. . They-were asked:

9. "What makes a story easy to read?"
Subjects:'repOried:awide yariety;Cif physical and orthographic features
such as small words, easy words,' andlargeprint characteristics of
leasystories.' No developmental differenceswer evident.

In order W. investigate children's awarene of paragraph-ttructure,
they were asked:

10. nib ,there anything special about -the way sentences 'go into
al:iaragraph or
lfost:of..the..sixth and third graders (94% and '69% respectively) reported.
that sentences are in some way 'organized to make, up a paragraph. Jus-
,tifications-rangeeirom indicating that;:the_Sentences_are:conceined:_with
the same topic to indicating that sentences are organized in a temporal"
sequence. Unlike'responges in'the'firstexperiment, neither the original
JespOnse,,nor the.justifications yielded significant grade'differences.

In Order to investigate childrefi's awareness of.specific:paragraph
parameters subjects were asked:

.11. "What does the first,sentence usually do.fOr.:a paragrap
story?" .

: .r.

and
. . ,

12. ."What does the.last Sentence-do?" .

.Converting.theresponae frequencies in Table-7 into percentages results:.
-inall-Of'-the sixthgradersbut only 44% of the thir"&graderei repOrting
the .introductory and semantic nature, of, the first. sentence of a pera- ..
graph.. Young children were less, aware of the semantic function of.the
first sentence, Fisher's exact probability <-..005i
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;Tn isponee to question 12, &it'd the,sixth'graderi aiid 38%.0f :the c7
'third grad reported the semantic function og, the last sentence
(coddluiiad,.contains mortinforthai4n). Most of the third graders .

reported tqiporal .features orItHat.ilhey didn't know the special function
of thesentfnCe. Significant4 mor*sixth graders than third graders,
were:Aware of the semantic propertie6ofIthe first (Fisher's exact
probability .005) and last sentence. "(1) = 651, .2 < .05) of a

.
..___

'paragraph. ;, .i...

t '0'

' To investigate children's awareness of specific functions of sentences,
independent .of"...-paragraph structures subjects were asked:

13. "Are,ssome sentences more important than others?"

-"How an you tell which sentences are more important forkthe
imaninctf a's ory?"
lartual4 all e. children reported that some sentences are'more impor-
4tant461. other but.81%.of the sixth graders and only 44X' of the third
.-gra4era*nerate an appropriate semantically related strategyfordetert
Mining ort sentences (e.g., sentences that tell the moat, are most
relatW, o S oty, etc.). The remaining subjects either refponded
"donEthiow" t-..ggye nonstrategic or n9psemantic reports such as "by
justxesillni% "by-Oxclamation point", etc. Significantly more sixth

-"than thifa grad rs reported semantically strategic methods of deter-
mining import sein.tences, x ;(1) = 4.742. < .05.. When children were
issked if gen differ in importance (13) or organization (10) they
all say *,43., Ito4ly older children can Specify the organization of

.sentienceslid_g prits or how to discriminate" important sentences.
41.F.

St4Ategy Variables. '0

A; Genet- tudy. The strategies one employs to accomplish specific
readies-seals. determint!'Whetherthoge-goals.ere met. To

-investlgate w treading and study strategiqrthildren can -generate for
the,g041,of re mbering information, they.wert _

4 1.

'4;;;.15.,.:,HOw do you study a story so you rftinetiber it?".
'.Eighily=iiiitt percent of the third graders bt4it,562: of the sixth graders
indicattanthat they would reread the entirelst'Ory. Fifty percent of the
sixth graders and 12% of the third graders generated-other types of stra-
tegies,SuCh as self-testing, studying the-iMportant parts, .readingsimpay'
and having others ask questions. The grade:relationships were not
significant, x (1) = 3.63, P <
CilildrenVere asked:

.

16'. "Do you .read any differently if you have to remember a story
. later? Whit do you do?"
Ninetyiwp percent of the sixth gretters-(11 out vf.the 12 children who
were asked the question) and.67% of the third graders responded-that they
would read differently if they had to remember a story later. The giade
Alfferences were not significant:.

:
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.17.':."Does it help to, make notes or tell iomebodyebout the story
or do you just think about it?" o

The majority of the children (85% of the sixth graders and 73% of the
third graders) replied that.it would help to-take notes or.to tell
someone about the story. Also, all dhildren replied yes to the question,

it
18. "Do youever reread a story?"

butsixth-and third graders had different reasons foi.rereading. 'Thirty-
eightPercent of the third giaders and 25% of the sixth graders reported
that rereading helps them remember the story. Sixty-nine precent of the
sixth graderiOas opposed. to 12% of the third graders) reported that. they
would reread to acquire more information from the story, while 50% of
the third' gill:tiers (and only one sixth grader) reported that they.,woUld
reread bilkause they liked the. story.' The trend for more sixth graders
to reread for more information while third graders.reread because they
like the story was. significant, Fisher's exact .2. < .05..

b.. Recursive Operations. To continue investigating rereading
etrategies children were asked:.

19." "Do you think' a good reader goes over and over What he reads
ordolyvIsthink once:he reads it he remembers the story?" -

Eighty4ight percent of the third graders but only 38% of the sixth
graders reported taat'gpod readers nly read a story once, while 12% of
the:tbird graders and 50% of the s xth graders reported thet good-readerd.
rivieweeterials after reading. e age differences were significant,

X (1) se 9.15, 24,4 ,oL

C. Skimming. A strategy' re atedto rereading and common to mature
readers is skimming. To investigate this reading strategy, children were
asked:

20. "If you had to.reida s4o very quickly and could only read
some of the words, which ones would u try' to read?" '

ginetyfour percent-of the sixth gra.-ts and 44% of -the thitd. -graders-
reported that they would skim for me..ingful infortation (e.g;,

. .

important words, most meaningful Wo,ds,,tO be remembered words, etc.)
While 50% of the' thirds graders an only one sixth grader reported that
they would.att nd to easy or familiar words' while skimming. ,One third'
'grader respond PI don't knoW;" As in Study 1, significantly more
sixth graders an third '(or second) gr2ders indicated that they would
attend to the more informatiVe words, x (1) = 6.07,'2.-< .01.

Aftei responding to question (19), subjects' were told that the
described activity was called skimming, and. they were subsequently asked:

.21.- "Does skimming help you remember?"
Eighty -eight percent of,the sixth graders and 31% of the third graders
reported that skimming can aid memory while 69% of the third graders:and
12% of the sixth graders reported that skimming does not faCilitate
remembering. Significantly mote.sixth2gradera,thanthird graders realized
that skimming can facilitate memory, x (1) -8.1.8.31,,2. < .01..

..,

36
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D. Comprehension and Memory Failures. In order to determine obildren's
awareness of methods for determining forgotten information, they were asked:

22. "If you were trying to tell someone. about a story tharyou had
read, but forgot' part of it, how wo*A.you fill in ihe missing parts?"
Eighty-eight percent of the'sixth graders and 38% of the third graders
'reported that they would strategically reconstruct the.itory and/or use

Acontextual aids to determine the forgotten information, while 56% of the
third graders and 6% of the sixth graders reported nonstrategic resolutions
such as think, try to remember and just remember. One subject from each
grOup repifed, "I don't know". The trend for sixth graders to activity
c2nstruct and use structural cues more than third graders was significant,

X (1) - 8.27,p < .01.

Determining the meaning of unknown words and sentences is a crucial
aspect of reading. Even sophisticated readers encounter incomprehensible
material and need to draw upon StrategiestO resolve those comprehension

In order to investigate Ibildrenis awareness of their own,
methods for determining unknown woirds, they were asked:

23. "What do you do if you don't understand a word that you read?"
Thirty-one peraent of the thitd graders and 69% of 'the sixth graders
reported that they would use a dictionary, while 44% of the thitd graderi
and 222:oftbe.sixth graders, reported that they would ask another person
for help. The: remaining subjects reported that they would sound -out or
skip*theword. Unlike the responses for this, tem in Study 1, item 22
yielded no sianifleant differences between grades. The majority ,of
third Graders and sixth graders were able to generate a:strategy.for
determieing,unknownvords, while few third graders teplicated the answers
reported by thesecend graders -in Study 1.

lb order tea determine how, children resolve .sentence comprehension
failures they were.a7sked: 4

24. "What do you do if, you don't understand a whole sentence?"
Sixiy-three percent of the,Sixth graders but only 222 ofthe third graders
reported semantically and.contextually related strategies. for determining
sentence meanings, while 56% of the third graders and one sixth grader
reported external resource strategies suCh:,as seeking help from others.
Other responses included skip, don't knoW, sound-out, and. try hard. As in..
Study 1, significantly more sixth than third graders reported semantic
strategies, while more gird graders than sixth graders reported that they would
seek help from others, .x (1) = 7.27, IL < .0/. .

When asked: .

I

25. ."Do you ever have to go back.to the beginning of a paragraph
or a story.to figure out what a sentence means?" Most children reported
yes, but,when tasked how it would help to reread%a paragraph, 63% of the,
sixth giaders. but only 22% of the third graders reported that they would
Utilize Paragraph structures and contextual cues for resolving unknown
sentences. On the Other hand, 63% of the third graders and 22%-of the
'sixth gradvsjust reported that rereading would. help without,indicating.
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how. Two third graders and one .sixth grader replied "I don't know."
Comparing the umber of children who responded with contextual and
strategic strategies with the number of children who reported.nbnspecific
aid, replicated the grade differences found earlier. Significantly more
sixth graders were able to report the semantic and contextual cuss that
can be utilized for resolving sentence comprehension failures, x (1).m
4.25, Q <' '.115..

Similarities and Disparities Between Interviews

In general, the interview items common to both studies yielded the
same response patterns for the youngere0 older groups. Of the seventeen
items of Study 1 that were included in'tgris study, fourteen items yielded
the same general response categories and the second and sixth grade
response differences were identical to third and sixth grade response
differences. For the other three interview items, response differences that
were significant between second and sixth graders In Study I were not
significant between third and sixth graders in this,study. The disparity -'-'

between the first two interview items was chiefly due to differences between
second and third graders. Second graders in Study 1were not aware.of the
structural order of sentences in a paragraph (item number 8) while sixth graders
were. In this study, both third and sixth graders were able to report
how senteracires were organized to form a paragraph (item number 10). Second
and third graders 'also differed in their responses concerning the resolu-
tion of unknown-words. Forty percent of the second graders reported that
they would sopmd-out unknown words and none of them indicated that they
%tumid use. a dictionary. None of the third graders said, that they would
sound-out umAnown words while 31% said they would use a,dictionary. Second
graders responded significantly different from sixth graders, while third
graders did not. The third item.that yielded different age differences_
between,interidews did not stem solely from differences between second and .

third graders, but could also be attributed to different responses from
the. two saspaes of sixth.graders. Sixty-three percent of the sixth graders
in this study bUt only 25% of the sixth gtaders in Study 1 reported semen -,
ticaliy oriented strategies for determining the meaning of an unknown sentence.
In this.study, only 6% of the sixth graders reported externally oriented
strategies, while 55% of the sixth graders in Study 1 did so. Third

graders lso differed from second graders on this item. Thirty percent
of the second graders could_report no strategy for.resolvin sentence
comprehension failur, while only 13% of the third3raders uld not report
a solution. This was the only item on which general grade tre ds differed'
across interviews. Sisah and second graders differed on the ability to
report a strategy, while sixth and third graders differed on the type of
strategy (external or internal) generated.

In summery, 82% of the respons'es to interview items from Study 1
were reglisated in,thie study. Of the remaining 18%, 66% of the disparities

were attrildute differenCeS between second and third grdders responses;;
and reflect opmental differences rather than interview unreliability.

*6- umber of sentence placements required to construct the story was
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recorded fortieth child: ,Sixth graders had a mean of 12.75 placements and
third graders averaged 12.60 placements. The analysis of Variance on the
7U04er git sentence. placements before a story was completely constructed

'11.01dedlo significant grade or story effects and no significant grade x
story interactiond.;

Accuracy scores fot the story construction task were-obtained by
,' calculating the number of sentence.sequences that children correctly paired,

regardless of the serial position'of the pairs., For example, if a child
correctly placed the second sentence of the story after the first sentence
but incorrectly placed the seventh sentence after, the second sentence; the
first-second piir would be scored as correct, while the second-seventh
pair would be incorrett. ,Collapsing across stories, sixth graders '

'correctly paired 49% of the sequences and third graders.correctly paired
382.. A 6-test yielded no significant differences between grades. A
secoftestore for accuracy was calculated by determining the number of sentences
eash object placed in the sentence's correct serial order. Across stories,

gradqrs placed 37% of the sentences in their proper positions and third
ders placed 35% correctly.' The grade differences were not significant.

Figure 1 shows the pFrcentage of-times each sentence was accurately placed.
The- grade.R sentence serial position analysis of variance on the number
of times, sentences were correctly placed indicated that the grade x

't sentence-interaction was"hot:significant, and that the main effeCt of
sentences was significant, F(11,341) 22.4, 2. < .001 for Fox and Bear
and F01, 341) = 11.32, p, < .001 for Boy Story.

A Newman-Kettle analysis ofdifferences between sentetce'meens indicated
'that the first' sentence of each story was more accurately placed than 'any
other sentencein the story (2, < .05). In the Boy Story, the last- two
sentences were cerrectly,pladed significantly more often than the remaining
sentences, with theexception4ef the firatland second sentence. In` the

Fox and Bear story the second sentence and the last two sentences were
placed accurately significantly more often than other sentences (except4
the Est sentence).. Combining stories also resulted in 4 Significnnt
asentte effect, F(11,,682) = 2.8.37, 2 k .001, but since the sentence by'

vary interaction was significant, F(11,682) 0 4.40, p. < .001,-a Newman-
Keuls test was not performed. In general, the first two and the last two
sentences were placed more accurately than the middlersentereces.

/
To analyze the accuracy of serial placement of grammatical units,

the two instances of grammar units from each story were cotbined,into. a
single score. For example', if both the endings of each episode from the
Boy Story were placed in their correct serial:position in:,the story (as
the sixth and twelfth sentence), the ending unit would receive a score of,
2.,sIf".only one ending was correctly placed, the score would be 1..A
.grade x story x gremtar unit analysis of v: iance4ithrepeated measures
was computed. Only.the main effect for gra...r unite was significant; F
(5,310).= 7.65, 1-<.001. A. Newman-Keuls test indicated that the settings
Were-placed correctly signifiCantly more than any other gtannaT unit, p<
.05. No other units'aerwaignificantly different.'

In general there were no grade or story differences for accurate story
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cOnSit tUctiOUThe'firstiand lis sentences were more accurately' placed
T:4:,440ther:?-sdntdnces, and settings were placed more accurately .than other-

- %1

latinge-OU.1mpottance Task /1

:

KoloMOgorov-Smirnov one sample test was usectto analyze the.pro-
_.

.

bability:that:eaChsentende for each grade.grOup was given a rating above
orbeldwHthat which woUld.be_expected..by chance and. thd Kolomogorov-Smirnov

Sampld.test was used to analyze rating. differencesbetWeen.groupS All
reported D and K values-NpreSignificant*at the .05 prObability.level.

Ratings of Importance. , For the Boy Story sixth graders rated'senience
2 '(a Beginning) as important (Dg = .33).and sentence 9 (an Internal
Response) and 10 (a. Setting) as unimportant (DI = .40 and Ds = .54). For
the Fox and. Bear Story, sixth graders rated sentence 1 (a. Setting), sentence
2 (a Beginning), and sentenCe 12 (an Ending) as important (Dc = .60 .and
DE ' .40), and sentence 6 (an Ending) as unimportant, D. = .54. Third
graders rate&sentence 9 (an Internal Response) o-the Soy Story as unimpor-
tant (Di = .42). For the Fox and .Bear Story, third graders rated sentence
1 (SeEtlng), 3 (Attempt) and 12 (Ending) as important4D, = ,35, DA = .40
and D = .52) and sentence, 40 (Internal Response) and 6 (Ending) as unimpor-
t t tlD

I
= .46 and D = .44). The remaining 17 sentences for the, sixth ,

gar Itiers and 18 sentences for the third graders received highly variedratings
....? anions 'subjects ,aid resulted in no significant preferintial ratings.

Adula showed more_ preferential ratings for stories than children did,

X (2) x.6:75, P < .05. For the Boy Story adults rated sentence 3 (Attempt),
5 (Consequence), and 6. (Ending) as important' (D = .27, D, = .24 and DE = .4)
and sentences 1 (Setting), 4 (Internal Response', ana 9 (Internal Response)
.s< un3.'mportant-i. (Ds = .43, DI.= .36, DI:= .27):- For the Eox and. Bear Story,
adults rated Aeatences 2 (Beginning), 4-1(Internal Response), 11 (Consequence) ,
and 12. (Ending) as important (D = .39, DI = .24, Dr, = .38, and D, = .31);
sentence'SJ (Setting) ,and 3 (Attempt) as unimportant (Ds = .24 ana DA = .32)
and sentences 8 (Beginning) and- 9 (Attempt) as having intermediate importance
DR = .21 and DA = .32). N

1 -/ "'

A comparison of third and sixth grade ratings revealed only two
differences. Sentence .2 eginning) of Fox and Bear was rated by sixth
graders as more important (Kw = 8) and sentence 10 (Setting) Of-the.Bst
Story .was'rated more consistently as unimportant by the sixth graders
(Ks = 8). Combining stdries, adults rated 9 sentences differeAtly than sixth
graders and 8 aenteuces differently than third graders.

,

.

In summary, children's ratings for the .importance of sentencft-was
highly varied and yielded few differences between grade grorips, but children

il
were able to' consistently rate 2771 of the sentence. While adults' atings
were also(iraried, they were able-to consistently rate-14 of-the 24 sentences,
and in many cases, their ratings differed from children's ratings. Few
.developmental differences were found within Children, but many of the
children's ratings were significantly different from those-of adul.ts. Areo,
no. group indicated consistent serial position preferences or 'grammatical

, .



ratmatical:Unit:preferencesaCrOss stories. More rating preferences
Were:eXhibited:for the-Fox and "Bear story than for the 'Boy Story indicating
thatrating sentenCes'for importance was easier in the former:than in the

1.atter.

Study

...,:Thetqtal:nutber of,timea sentences were studied.was:Calculated for
SUbject*.Within .eaChgrade: The number ofSentences-Studied varied greatly
across subjects regardless of -.grade and the mean and 'standard deviation of
thenUMberOf:times' sentences were studied was x = 16.5; S.D.'=.8.56-for7'''
thir"ii.graderSand x = 21.1; S.D. = 10.82 for sixth.graders. A t -test

'indicated no significant'differencesbetWeen grade, means.

The average study time for sixth and.third graders was 2.4 and 2.8
minutes respeCtively.4- Tbe,differences between grade means, was not significant.

To analyze the effect of a sentence'4'Serial'position on the number of
tines it was studied, :blocks were formed bY,combining two sentences. The
number of times the first and second sentences were studied was combined

block 1, the third and fourth sentences'were combined-for block 2 etc.,
until 12. blocks were formed. In order to alleviate an inaccurate weighting
for Individual sentences, an individual's score for a particular sentence
was 2. if he. studied it 2 or more times.t A sentence block x grade analysis
of variance. with repeated. measures yielded a significant main effect of
bdocks, F(11,S30) = 2.24m 2. < 05,, but the only significant difference
between individual block means was between the most studied block, number
and the. least studied block, number 7 (Newman -Keuls testjt< '.05). The

-' main effect of.grade and the grade by trial interaction were:not significant.
An analysis of variance of the grammar units resulted in'no,significant
grade or trial effects and no :significant grade 'x triarinteraction.

In general; there were no grade differences for study time or number
of sentences studied and the overall effect that some sentences were
selected Lir study more often than others could not be explained by-serial
position effects or by story grammar unit effects'.

C.
Selection .of the Beat Sentences for Study

The number of times each sentence'was.selech as one of the six
best sentences td.study was computed and analyzed for serial positim
effects and for grammar'unit.effents on frequency of selection. For the
serial position analysis, as for the study task analysis, sentences were
hlodked by sequential pairs. In the serial poSition block x grade analysis
onthe frequency 'of Sentenceselection..the grade X-block interaction was not
leigni.fican_tbut the *In effect of blodks was F(11,33 =.2.5Pi
Block 2, consisting of,thethird and fourth sentenceel,was,Selected more
often'than block 7, 10,- and 11, Newman-Keuls test; k < .05: No'cither

sentence mean differences were significant. The grammar unit x grade;
analysis of'varianee on sentences selected for study also.resUltedin a.
nonsignificantgrade X grammar unit interaction =de significant:main
effect of..grammar; unit, F(5450) ='3.30, Newman -Keula analysis



indiCated that settings were selected as the best unit of study and were
selected significantly more often than all other Units; F < ..05. No other '
unit" mean differences were significant:

Tn.-general, no grade differences were observed .for selecting.the
best:sentencee to study,* and there were few serial position effects on .

Sentence selection. Both-age groups tended to SeleCt settings over all
other grammar units as the best sentences to study to . prepare them for" recall.

The mean number of sentences correctly recalled by third and sixth:
graders waS113.75 and 15.06- respectivelY. Sixth graders produced al mean
of 1.41 elaborations and third graders produced a mean of 1.31. A coin-
parison of differences: between means foi sixth graders and third graders
yielded no significant grade differences for sentence recall or for.ela-
boration productions. Also ,few irrelevant responses were'produced. '.The
mean for Sixth graders was .31 and for thirdgraders the Mean irrelevant
response was .06. a

For. -.the serial position-analysis, as in the study tasks, sentences were
blocknel in sequential peirs.c The block x giade analysis of variance with -

repe-ated measures on the frequency of sentence recall yielded a: significant
main effect of blocks. fF(11,341) = 11.89,. p < .001] with a nonsignificant
aracieleiztledt interaction but *there was no pattern of first and last blocks.
being, recalled better than middle blockb. While many block differences
Imre significant, *fie_ strongest difference is that block 10 (sentences 19'
and 20) was recalled less than all other blocks, Newman-Keuls test,, < .05.

A grad x gianinar umit analysis of variance on the frequency of
sentence recall indicated a:nonsignificant grade x grammar unit interaction
and a significant-main effect for .grarnmar unit, S 450) = 12.27, < ,001.
A comparison of the. grammar unit means indicated that internal responses
were recalled less than any other grammar unit,'Newman-Keuls, Q. < .05.
There were*no other significant differences between unit means.

In general, there were no grade differences in the number of sentences
recalled or in the type 'of sentence recalled. Both grades recalled few
internal responses than any other grammatical unit.

Inter task Relationships
..

To analyze the relationships, between the tasks and to group the
tasks-into uncorrelated components, a principal component analysis was
performed on accuracy. .scores for story construction, the number of sentences
studied,: the number of sentences recalled, total interview scores, and grade
level.' The analysis resulted in variables being grouped into three com-
ponents that accounted for 76% of the variance between measures. In order
to substantiate and clarify the compcwents, the variabIs were rotated
by the varimax method. Both story construction measures and call scores
were weighted above .68' for the first component. Total'inte ew scores
received-. a weight of .36 and all other measures were weighted less than :08.



or the second component, Interview scores and grade level were weighted.

.82 and .9 respectively. Study number was weighted .82 and .93 respectively.
Study numb r was weighted .49 and'all others were weighted less than .27.
The highest weight for the third component was .82 and was associatedwith
the ranking measure. Study number,was weighted by "..53, recall was
weighted by - 32 and all other measures received weights lessAhan .18.

Ingeneral,:the different tasks were distributed into tjiree grdupinge.
Story,tOnstruction performance and recall performance were.the major.
contributors in. one grouping. Metacognitive knowledge and gradejevel
fOrMeeenOther4roUpand'agreement with adults' impOrtande-tatinge anal
nuMber':of sentenceSstudied formed a thiid.group.

TO analyze the predictive nature, of the task measures on scores for
a standardized reading test and on each other,,a separate stepwise
multiple'regression analysis was performed on,each dependent vati ke.' ,Th
variable ,receiving the highest :8 weight; i.e., the best.predidtor, for the
regression on standardize&reading,scores, was the number 'of Oente ces
placed in their correct serial position, F(1,30) = 25.86, 2: < .001 .The,-

addition of other scores did not significantly increase the amourit of
variance .accounted for by the'sentence position,score. The multip
regression analysis with,recallscores as the dependent variable resulted
In the. other measure of story construction, the number of corrdctly

\r

paired
sentences) being the best predictor, F.= 9.5, 2 < .0054 In general
accuracy in constructing stories from scrambled sentences was .the best
predictor of both recall and of standardized reading scores.

, .

- /4 multiple_ reanelySis With:individual.Children's4ntermiew
scores as the. dependentvariable indicated that the -best prediction sof'..
interMiorScoreSwaS grade level.,- F(1;30) = 54.54, p_ < ,001. The:addition..

of recall scores into the regression'equation.yielded:a eignificant
increase. in the_ multiple orrelation coefficient, F.= 6.55, .c.c)16:, ...

Sigh grade levelead.high recall Iccuracy were good.predictors-of:high
.

A.nterviewscores.... . ' -' -' .
,..

In addition to examining the Multivariate relationships of task
measures with recall scoresand reading scores, the simple.relationships
of metacognitive knowledge with the various task measures and with standard
reading scores was determined. Overall scores on the interview were
significantly correlated with grade level (r. = .79, 2.< .001),.recall
(2E= .42, 2 < .05), and both story construction Measures .(1.= < .05
for sequential pairs; r'= .35)2 < .05 for serial position scOrs). Overall
interview scores were not significantly Correlated-with reading 'scores,
athe number of sentences studied or sentence importance ratings.

Interview items were extremely diverse in content and maried across
person,'task and strategy variables, as well as varYing within categories.
Inorder to determine specifically which interview items best piddicted
the individual tasks, multiple. regression analyses were performed on story
construction and'recall scores.' A combination of two items resulted in the
best prediction equation for recall scores, r'= .65, F(225) = P. < .001.
The item receiving the largest beta weight (4.84) was'item #16; "Would
you read any differently if you had to remember a story later?" and the item
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''..receiving the second largest beta weight. (3.39) was item #25i "Why would

you reread a paragraph (if you didn't know a sentence in that paragraph)?'
Those' children,: ragardlesvf age, who reported thatthey would study a
story if they we*e requiredto remember it at a later time and those who
repAted semantic and reconstruction justifications for rereading para-
graphs to determine unknown:sentences in .a story were the children most

likely to produce accurate story recall.

The best predictor ,of both measures of the story construction task
was item. #14, "How can you tell which sentences are more important for the
meaning of a story?", F(1,26) = 10.45, II.< .01, multi. r = .54 for serial
positionmeasure and F(1,26) = 17.8, IL< .001, multi. r = .61 for the
sequential pairs measure. Specifying how to select important, sentences

owas also the best predictorf scored for the task of ranking sentences
-according to their degree.of importance to story meaning; F(1,20 =
lt<H054 multi. r 39.

General Discussion

Young children in this study, as in the first, study, were unaware of
many parameters of reading. They were not sensitive to task dimensions
or the. ne to invoke special strategies for different materials orgoals.
While yo I ': children recognized the usefulness of some strategies, theyf

.1-rim unable-to specify why or how the strategies.could facilitate task

performance. Many young children failed to generate appropriate strategies
for specificgoali, even though they had previously recognized many of the
appropriate_strategies. Although young children were aware of limitations
such as opportunity to read, they did not report neutralizing faCtors such
as motivation for those obstacles. Both third and sixth graders

were aware of the that sentences are organized in paragraphs, but the
younger children were - insensitive to semantic properties'of first and last

sentences. 'Third graders were less sensitive to strategies required by
different reading and memory goals. They'reported fewer study, techniques
than older children and were not as accurate in coordinating particular
strategies with task goals. On the other hand, older children were aware
of the existence'of various reading strategies and were sensitive to when
and how to gae.them.

Tillie children's metacognitive knowledge about reading and memory
increased with age, none of the performance tasks resulted in 'significant'

developmental trends. Third and sixth graders were'equally accurate at
constructing _stories and they recalled the same number of sentences.
Grade 'level was not related to the type or number of sentences rated as
'important, 'although children's ratings did differ from adult's ratings, in
both number and magnitude. .Third and sixth graders did not: significantly
differin.time spent studying or in the number of sentences studied, and
also did not differ in sentences chosen as the best units to study. In

the story construction task, both age groups' accurately placed the first two
and last two sentences more than other sentences and also accurately
placed%dettings. Settings were also selected as the best grammatical
units to study, and internal responses were recalled less.than_other graMmar

units. Settings were more accurately placed in a story, and were selected

as, the best unit to study but weren't recalled, rated as important or



studied more than other units.

Children's awareness of-memory and .reading parameters was positively
.correlated:with story construction performance and with recall performance,
but were not related to standardized reading scores, the number of sentences
studied or sentence importance ratings. These correlational relationships
were reflected. in thetway task measures fell into relational groups. Grade
and interview scores formed one group, story construction scores and recall
fora*. a second group, and rated importance scores and study' measures

_formed.a third group,. When task performance scores were considered-ina,
multivariate context, story construction was found to be the best predictor

Standardized reading scores and of recall scares.

'In study nine year old children could recall, construct and
-siudY simple stories in the same fashion as. 12- year -olds. Stories were
c.hosett:HfOr theirhigh familiarity and easy readibilityfor- even the.youngeSt:
e..hildreh"And ,these-factors certainly contributed td(thejack of age related
:porformance. di ferences . Similarly, the amount of AtUdy::behavior.that.
...col,141.he.eXhibiteit during the study task was restricted by the'taSk itself.
'T2I-e.'study 'behavior applicable to the task:(rereading) was exhibited by
Evothyouhg aridola-children, but the task did not allaW the implements-

or at least the detection of, more semantically related study
.;#4.stractesieS.
"40:

- , ,

un the. other tankingimportant sentences in Myths.and simple
..hixratives is"extremely difficult, even for adult's. -This task difficulty

r.triay fraiia.:TesciWeck,411,fevii4ge... agferenCes-ontke ramighg task.

With the:exception-of the restrictions for'study behaviors, the lack
-of.:AO.related difierenCAS allows.an examination of process. relAted
-lohMence...differinces.that are somewhat independent of chronological. age'.
Perforiance.ot particulartaske could, be evaluated in terms of the amoun
and,ty0e-of tetacognitive knOwledge.childien expressech

An individual's Metacognitive knowledge about processes, strategies,
and goals that are relevant to task accomplishment were found to predict.
performance on that task. KnoiAedge of the need forstrategiesto aid
delayed'recalI was related to recall performance and specifying strategies
for selecting important sentences was related, .to accurate story construction.
as well.as.to"accurately ranking sentences by their order of importance.
For these tasks, metacagnitive knowledge was a better predictor than grade.



Chapter 3'

ComPrehension Monitoring in Gbod an Libor Readers
.... .

:'An, important aspect of cognitive deVelopment in school age children is
the ability. to generate and, apply pfable,ra-Solving Strategies 'in a deliberate

,.
manner. For example, when six or seven year oliis . are asked to remember .

groups of pictureS , words, or sentences., they OfterCfail to .Produce effectiVe
mnemonic strategies spontaneously (Brown, 19.7).... Strategy "produCtion-
deficiencies" of this sort are symptomatic Of` YOUiig children,. learning
disabled children, and poor readers on a variety of...cOguitiVe.tasks :(Paris .'
& Lindauer, 1977; Torgesen, 1977). ThesegroUps 'Of, children db not transform,... . .the .stimuli into meaningful problems. that can be', readily lanalyzed, integrated,..
and recalled because hey-fail to invoke appropriate: st4tegies. :

. .

Failure to recruit active strategies has devastating effect on the
development of reading proficiency. Although reeding jnvolVes per

:oePtual and cognitive skills, a crucial aCquisitiOn '1.s the ability. to
construct meaning from the pritited word rather than'Sitapiyaidentify and
pronounce ;words. Poor readers often concentrate roni-decodineindividual

.

Words and do not try to. make .sense of. what 'they read (Smith, 1975)%' While
this may reflect children's and teacher's";decodinkgoals during beginning
reading; it also seems to reflect a' failure.,t'o :recruit nprehension
.st ratigies Of monitoring the meaning the message.. Fdn'exaMPle, fourth-
graders identified as poor readers were riot `disrupted ,in; t'heir oral reading
by substitutions of inappropriate words within, sentences ,(Isakson, & Miller,
1976). Good readers attend to meanink more than decoding and have .tactics
for keeping track of the sense of ',ithe mOsage. Clay (1973).:obsertred that
good reader's self-corrected tlieir errors during oral reading at S.:much
higher rate than poor readers: The abilyity `to;'manitor and correct compre-
hension during reading appears to be a crucial' difference between good. and
poor readers (Ryan, 19/5). .

. 4;

The purpose of the present study :Was.,tbo examine tile differences in
comprehension monitoring between good and Ipoororeaders in detail.. We asked
Children to read, stories that contained words and phra&es
measure&monitoting in two ways. Firit,,we .recorded: self - corrections and
hesitations during oral reading as an indeii OfApotieaneous monitoring,
Second, we directed children to Underline parts of the seoryAhat, they did
not understand. This second measure tested whether_poOr readers ,cOuld detect
the.iinomalons information when lristructect.therelay. impIi4ting the failure to
monitor'Spontaneously during oral ..reading .as :a strategy production deficiency.
We also assessed comprehensiOn'tridmemory,"for, tge stbrias.,in.prder:to deter-7
mine the relationship' between "comPrehension.inotiitori)ng and BO*. understand-.
ing. A subsidiary issue was whether the .directed monitoring would result in
improved comp+ension.and:recall.,

Thirty-rtwO.fourth#ders from kUral -Indiana. schools were subjects.
Two groups of; :16 gopd arid, pOor. tenders,, with' equal sex representation, were

,
0-
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formed-on the basis of test scores derived froth the achievement: series of

the SRA Assessment Survey. The mean grade equivalent reading score for the

total populations was 4.1 and the good and poor reader groups were defined

according to deviations from this mean. The mean of the poor reader group

was 2.8 (SD ',= .68, range = 1.0-3.4) . The mean grade equivalent reading

score for.the good reader group was 5.4 (SD = .36, range = 4.8-6.2) . In

order to match children on nonreading school achievement,` each poor reader

was matched with a good reader of the same sex-on the basis of mathematics

achievement scores from the SRA Survey. Althoughwe tried to match each

pair of subjects within .4 grade equivalent math scores, two pairs differed:

by The mean grade equivalent math scores for the poor reader group

was 3.7 (SD = .37, range = 3.1-4.2) and the mean forthe good reader group

was 3.8. (SD = .43, -range = 3.1-4.3). Che mean age of the poor readers/Was

10.4 years (SD = .64, range = 9.7-11.5) while the mean age of the good

readers was 10.1 years (SD = .26, range = 9.6-10.5). Thus, the tap groups

differed significantly on reading achievement but were matched for mathematics

scores, ages, and-sex.

Materials .

.

The stimulus passages consisted of two third and two fifth grade-level

stories (and. their corresponding setsof eight comprehensicin questions);.

:, selected from.the Spathe (1972) DiagnostieReading'Scales.: Each.story.was

.

modified by.replacing'two nouns with phonologically acceptable nonsense words

kalgsYand by rearranging the words .within two clauses to

produce non- meaningful phrases. The four"nonsense words .and phrases.were.

yafttertd throughou+ the stories with the stipulation that. none of the .

hanged information directly affected the answers to the eight comprehension

questions. r

Procedure

The reading tasks were administered to Individual children in a quiet

room of the school. The sessions were informal and lasted approximately

25 minutes. The tasks were described to children as _reading 'and memory

games. Each child read aloud one third and one fifth grade level story
in the 'control condition first and the remaining third and fifth grade

level stories in the treatment condition. In the vntrol condition,
children were instructed to read the storieS aloud _carefully ancto try to

remember them because they would-be asked questions about"each story later..
Following the control stories, children were instructed that it helps to
pay ,aention to what the story means and to the parts of the story that
ddn't nake sense. They were provided a pencil and told to underline any
of the words or sentences in the story that they did not understand.
Children were told that 'this underlining might help them answer the questions
about each story. Following the presentation of all four stories and their-
questions, children were asked to'recall as much of each story as th
could. Recall was prompted by the title of each story and-followed. e

Same order as presentation. The orders ol stories was counterbalanced
within and across conditions and each child within d matched pair received

the same story order.

48



There were four dependent variables of interest in th comparisons
dbetween control and treatment conditions and between good and poor readers.,
'-Spontaneous Comprehension monitoring was assessed through children's repeti-
tions, hesitations, and self-corrections during oral rea ng on the control
stories. The experimenter recorded each ,of these eventa as, children read
aloud. The second measure of monitoring vs the number f. wor4skand phrases
underlined by children in the treatment condition. This is a more direct
measure of children's monitoring abilities since it wasp i instructed and
presumably does. not reflect decoding errors ti mep the same degree as oral
reading corrections. The third dependent vaiiable was/ the number of cord-
prehension questions answered Correctly by e ch child for each story.

The fourth measure.was free recall. ChAldren's recall was transcribed
verbatim from the tape recorded sessions andscked according to, the number
of clauses recalled from the story. For sco ng purposes, each story was
partitioned into clause .units' and recall of. 4 was scored correctly
if a.child ryported the _exact words or close onyms for the subject, verb,
and noun Phrase of each-clause. Two judges ed all protocols and resolved
the few questionable. cases mutually. In card rito comparerecall across
st 'es, the nu=ber of clauses correctly recalled were converted to per-
cant ges oft each stories' .total number of clauSea.

1 /

Results
t

,

'The percentages of anomalous Words and .phrases for which children
hesitated, repeated, or self-corrected was calculated for each -group and
story. There mere no story.differences.within fficulty levels and so
stories were collapsed into third and fif $ra e level stories. The mean
percentages of monitoring responses are iF Tiei, n.the top of Table 8.
TbeseAata were subjected to a Group (2) ll'ax (ils. x Unit (2) x Difficulty
(2) analysis- of variance with repeated m4anres-on the last two factors.

'anomalous words by both groups readers4'F4,28) = 42.60, E. .01. No other
Anomalous phrases were noticed and corre edsignificantly more often than
'an
main effects were significant and the on0,s1gnificant interaction was
Group x Unit x Difficulty, F(1,28) = 4.74, 2.1.< :05. The source of this
interaction was traced to the,different gatterns of monitoring'within
units of different difficulty. Poor readera,noticed'more anomalous words
in the .third grade storiea than good readers but were poorer in detecting
all other anomalous information (as < .05). 'ppontaneoui monitoring of
incomprehensible information was.considerablyl inferior for poor readers on
fifth'grade stories. Even though these stor4s were' beyond the poor'readers
usual abilities, they did not;actively monitor or correct nonsense. words
and phrases. It should be noted, however,.ithat both groups of readers
corrected spontaneously less than 40% of the nonsense words and phrases.
Either decoding die printed words was a major goal of children's oral reading
or they were often oblivious to the meaning of sentence constituents:

t

,

Poor readers' lack of monitoring waS;not due to 'a lower frequency of
'monitoring responses ovsrall,qthough. Th4 incidence of monitoring accept-
able words and phrases in the%stories was also calculated. Poor readers
Inticed or se\.f- corrected an average of 2.'3 good .words in eachthird grade
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Table 8

Mean Percent Monitoring Responses-.

. During oral reading

tJ

Units

Phrases.Words

Third Fifth Third Fifth

Poor Readers

Good Readers

31.3

12.5. .68.1 62:58.1

'During Directed Monitoring

Poor 'leaders

Good Readers: .

- 18:8

25.0`

18.8

25.0

48.9

78.1

21.9

62.5

5o
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story and M. acceptable words in fifth grade` stories. Good,readers monitored
'1.) and:2..5'WOrds.resPectively. In a Group (2) x Sex .(2)xjafficulty (2)
analysis Of variance, only the difficulty. factor was significant, F(1,28) ...,'
440.,:1. < .-05. .Both groups of children were monitoring the-difficult
stories more frequently bUt they did not differ on levels of:Monitoring.
.;Poor readers failure o notice anomalous information was not due to lower

i".absolute levels of nitoring, but to less accurate comprehension :checking:

,Directed underlining

There were no differences between stories within each level.of difficulty
and the frequencies of underlining were summed' over stories. The, percentages
of anomalous words and phrases underlined are shown in the bottom of Table 8.
These data were subjected to a Group (2) x Sex (2) x Unit (2) x Difficulty (2)
analysis of variance. Significant main effects were obtained for Group,
-F(1,28) = < .01 and Unit, F(1,28) = 17.31, 2. < .01 indicating, that
poor readers underlined nonsense information less often than good readers
and that both groups underlined more anomalous phrases than words. There
was also a significant Group x Unit interaction, F(1,28) = 4.11, IL.< .05
,due to the large, difference between groups on underlining.phraSes. Good
readers recognized. 70% of the incomprehensible phrases while poor readers
only noticed 341. Again, poor readers failed to chedk the meaningfulness
of phrases (particularly on difficult stories) to the extent that good
readers did.

zrhreeother-facts should-be noted' about thesedata. First,. both'-
r

.gredic*Ot underline' many. anomalous words and thegood readers were-,
-sUrrOrlsintty-poor at detecting them. Second,' poor readersactually Underline
mari'legitimatewords.and phrases.thangood readers (28 .vs. .6).so.that the
Iessxaccurate.monitoring.of poor-readers-wss not:due to a lower absolute'
frequency-of underlining. Third, only three'poOr readers and one good
readerfailed to underline some anomalous informatiow indicating that the
iffect.is not due to a few, subjettsi-

COmorehedsion queStions

Eight.questions from the SpaChe stories were asked toeach.sUbject
following each story. The perCentages of errors for each. group, condition,.
and leveLof ,difficulty (summed over stories again).are shown in Table 9.
These data were subjected to a Group (2).x Sex (2) x Condition x DifficUlty.
(2) analysis of variance. Significant.main effectS were Obtained for Group,.
F(1,28) = 22.93, 2 .41: and Difficulty, F.(1,28) 7 113.94, I< .01-indicating,
that poor readers mad re errors 'than good readers' and fifth.grade-"stories
were more 'difficult to 'understand for all children. The .significant Group
x Difficulty interaction, F(1,28) = 21.54;'IL< .01,indicate6 that good and:
poor readers were'both highly accurate in their answers to third gradestory
questions while the poor readers made many more errors* on the difficult .

stOries. The significant Condition x DiffiCulty interaction, F(1,28) =
3.98, 1L< .05,4ndicates that comprehension, improved in the un-der144ping
condition but mostly for. the fifth grade-stories. '



Table 9

)
Mean Fercent Errors on Comp-reholon'einestione-7::

.FOOr. Readers.

-.,good Readers

ondition.

Directectljnderlining

Third Fifth

46.1

6.3 16.4

4.)
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Free Recall

The percentages of clauses correctly recalled from stories were sub-
jected to a Group (2) x Sex (2) x Condition (2) x Difficulty (2) analysis
of variance. Maans.are displayed in Table 10 and significant main effects
were obtained for Group, F(1,28).= 18.40, II< .01; Difficulty, F(1,28) =
156.01;11 < .01; and Condition, F(1,28) = 4.44, p < .05; indicating that
good readers recalled more than poor readers, a higher percentage of clauses
were recalled from the third grade level stories than were recalled from
.fifth grade level stories, and children recalled more following the instruc-
tions to underline than in the no instruction condition.

- The, significant Sex x Story interaction, F(1,28) = 5.34, 2. < .05,
indicated that maleS recalled more than females,on the third grade level
stories. The Group x Sex x Condition. interaction F(1,28) = < .01,
indicates that the good reader females and the poor reader males exhibited
the most improvement in the treatment condition. Despite these
interactions, good readers generally recalled more informatiOn than. Poor
readers and, recall was significantly higher in the underlining condition.

Discussion

Poor readers detected anomaloUs information in stories less often. than
good readers in this study. This was evident in their Spontaneous behavior .

while reading .and when directed to underline incomprehensible information.
Poor readers were also less able to answer the questions about each story.
correctly and to recall the information' from 'memory. The deficits in com-'
prehension-monitoring observed in this study and:othera (Clay, 1973; Isalcson

1978) by poor readers are.clearly correlated with poor story
AniderSianding. The instruction to underline anomalous information facilitated
'identification of this information and also promoted comprehension and
recall. However, the brief manipUlation did not eliminate,the differences..
between good and poor readers and the gainscould be duetO practice
effects. The primary importance of this study is the demonstration of poor
comprehension Monitoring skills by'poor readers and its relation .to poor
comprehension and.recall.

.

It is clear that young children and poor readers. fail to monitor -
comprehension while reading, remembering, and listening (Ryan, 1970);' but_
thereasonsremninmnspecified. Part of the answerSeens to bethat they
are unaware:of the value of monitoringiandspecifid meaas.for understanding
(Flavell, 1978):. Children have a lack of metacognitive knbwledge about the
Inirpose of-the task and strategies for solving it. In an earlier study, we
observed that eight year olds do_not understand..the variables that influence
reading as well as twelve-year olds and they haVe little knowledge about
strategies for, achieving or resolving comprehension (Myers& Paris,,1978).
The failure of young,And poor readers tO understand the special strategies
required for'reading has been noted by others (Gibson, 1974; Golinkoff,
1976) and has implications for teaching. The production deficiency for
comprehension' strategies may be eliminated in part'by explicit instruction H
regarding strategies. SuCh instructioninuSt emphasize the child's awareness
of the goal of meaning construction during reading and the functional wade:
of specific means for achieving comprehension. Further, research is needed to



Table 10

Mean Percent of Clauses Recalled

/CO Condi4on '

Spontaneous Monitoring Directed tndlitiing

Third Fifth Third Fifth.

Poor 'Readers

Good Readers

38.8

58.4,

17.3

30.8

48.8'

61.3

18'. 6

34.1



specify good and poor readers dgfer'in theirAmetacognitiye under tanding
ofzeddingsk414.6 and how training*can prom ,the utillifzation of mo itoring.
.strategies::'

. .



Chapter 4

Inferential Distance and Children's Memory
for Pictorial, Sequences

The development of inferential and integrative processes in memory
has been the focus of a considerable amount of recent-research (see Paris,
19751.1978). Two different approaches have been follod in thigtk.research.
'Some investigators have studied inferential and integrative processes within

)framework of the development of logical reasoning skills (Trabassoi 1977).
ers have considered thele professes in the context of comprehension" of

narrative sequences presented either verbally (Paris & Upton, 1976) or
pictorially" (Brown, 1976). In the presen0C study,. the tatter approach was
adopted, .and Children's abilities to remember, infer, and integrate the
compon4qs of.nictorial sequences of events were examined.

Narrative sequences4can be loosely defined As chains of events, that
are connected by temporal, causal, or,,probabilistic relationships. Within
the framework of the narrative sequence, inference has been operationally
defined as the ability to produce or select events that are coniistent
with previously presented pictures or sentences (e.g., Schmidt & Paris,
1970% Narrative inferences are qualitatively different from the'logical
'inferences investigated by Trabasso (1977) and others. Whereas-logical
inferences involve generation of relationships that are logically necessary
given tbe premise information, narrative inferences require generation of

a,events that re highly probable 'given the events presented in the narrative
sequence. Semantic integration in memory for narrative"sequences has been
inferred from an inability to discriminate ne41put=etsistent sequence com-
ponents from actually presented events (Brown; 1976). Researchers
examining logical inferences have adopted a Aimilar definition of semantic

- integratton CParis & Carter, 1973). The present study was designed to
identify developmental trends, in inferential `mod integrative processes.and
to determine whether'these pratesses are influenced by'a distance dimension
of narrative inferences.

49

Alsessnents of inferential processing have been hampered by the lack
-;`of a theoretical framework for categorizing types of inferences according
to various dimensions. Researcherh have found some differential performance
with various kinds of inferences (e.g., pragmatic vs. 'logical or'lexical
vs. contextual) but task demands, stimulus modality, complexity of infer
ences, etc. have often 'confounded a comparison of inference types. We
wanted to investigate a general characteristic of inferences that would be
independent of many of these unresolved or methodologically confounded
issues, and, therefore, chose to inliestigate.the effects of inferent4a1

andistce on Children's thinking: Distance was operationally definer
the number of equal tempo a1 steps intervening between an old narralve
picture sequence and a ne infeience picture. le procedure for de;ermining
inferential /distance is analogous to'counting e intervening frames between
events' in a filmed sequence: As the temporal distance between two sequence
components increases, the similarity between the components as well as
the probability that one cotponent will follow the other decrease. The
hypothesis to be tested was that as the inferential, distance between

i f 41°
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.

TiesentedTteqUences and'implied'piCturesAncreased, the likelihood of
,nudging thenew.coMponentS as consistent Fithor identical to original
-.:pictutes would decrease. Further, the distance effect was expected to
be. more pronounced for young children who'are more constrained in their
ability tcvdraw inferelides Grown & French., 1976; Schmidt & Paris, 1978).

.

A. second. of tfiiestudy was to determine if develOpMental,
iMprOVeMent in inferential' processing is due to (a) improVement inSpecialiied

.'reasoning skills or (b) increases in memory capacity with age. In support
of the latter explanation, inferential ability and memory for premise
informan are highly correlated in young children (Trabasser, 1977).
HoWeVe47there is some evidence that suggests that inferential reasoning'..

drequires niore than simple memory capacity. Paris and Upton (1976) partialled.
7but a.memory factor in aanalysis of covariance and still found develop7-
-mental.improvement'in inferential prOcesbing. Also, Paris Lindauer,'end
.Cox (1977). found that seven yeat.olds often could recall a sentence when
given a cue word taken from the sentence but the same children could not
recall the. Same sentence when given an implicit retrieval 4cme. HoWever,
implidit and explicit retrieval cues were.eqUally effective:InPromoting
recall in adults. Thus, children's failure to useimplicitcUes effectively
lieS,.not due to a simple failure to 'recall the sentence Meaning.

The present study was designed to assess more directly developmental
differences in the abilitY,to make narrative inferences by 'cpditionalizing
inferentiallerocessing on children's memory for'actuall-presentedyfanres.
This proceekkre adj-usts ,children's ptrformance to equate initial memory for
the sequences across age groups. The pkobability of making narrative
inferences given accurate memory for presented, components would be higher
l'or.older children than for younger children if inferential processing..
involves factors other than or in addition to memory capacitY differences.

,

A. third purpose gikthe study was to identify developmental trends in
the semantic integratfril of sequence components in meMory. Aftet being'
asked to judge the-consistency of old and naW events: with presented
narrative sdquences, children were asked4'whether the events wefe.identidal--,
to events actually presented in the sequences. The identity judgments were
included 'to determine whether children automaticaly"integrate inferred
relationships and therefore cannot discriminate between plausible,
inferences and presented information.', If children integrate inferred
relationships automatically, they, should judge novel 'inferences as both
consistent with and identical to presented sequence components. We were
particularly,interested in whether there would .be developmental. differences
in the accuracy of identity judgments. If integration is seen as a process'
that improves-memory efficiency; one might expect older children to be less.
acCuarate in their identity judgments (i.e., to "integrate".more)* than
yOunger childrene The developmental trends in such integration have not
been cieariy identified (BrOwn, 1976;. Paris, 1975),

In summary, the purpose of the study was .to investigate developmental
changes in integrative and inferential processing of'narrativegeqnences.
The following questions were exgMined:
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'Do inferential skills improve with age when memory for premise
'information is held constant across.agegroups?

2. Do childrenintegrate piCtorial sequences and inferences in
memdry, automatically and what conclusiOni can be drawn regarding
the developMent of integrative processes?

3. -Does inferential distance affect the likelihood' of judging
inferences'as consistent with or identical to premise sequences
and is the effect of distance more pronounced' for young children?

\

Method

51

Subjects , .

-Twenty kindergarteners (mean. age 5-8;.range 5-2 to 6-4), 20, first
graders,..(mean age = 7-1, range 6-6 to 7-5) , and 20 second graders (mean age
= 7-9, 'range 7-3 to 8-9) from two lodal elementary schools participated
in the study. There were equal numbers of males and females at each
grade 'level.

Materials

The stimuli were five sets of 10 pictures. Each set contained a
six-pieture story sequence and four distractor pictures. Each picture
was a colored cartoon sketched on'a 12.7 x 20.3 cm index card. An example
at one of the stimulus sets appears in Figure 1. The remaining four .

stimulus sets were centered around the following themes: 1) two children,
sledding, 2) S. pilot bailing out of a burning airplane, 3) ha man chopping
down a tree, and 4) a horseback rider jumping over fences. The individual
Items,in each story sequence were designed to represent discrete .components -

of a Chain of events that could take place during a-relatively brief
interval (a fewminutes at most). The individual pictures resemble "stills"
taken at equal temporal intervals from a filmed sequence. The relationship
between the firSt three pictures of the sequence and the last three was
such that the latter/aould be easily inferred from a knowledge of,the former.
The distracter pictures for each Stimulus set contained the same settings,
objects, and'characters as the sequential pictures for the set, but involved
transformations of the positions of the major characters. Distractors
were constructed so that-tky did not fit easily into the immddiate chain
of events portrayed by the sequential pictures.

Procedure

Each subject was tested individually. The expe iment consisted of ..

,.an acquisition: and a test phase.- wThe acquisition P ase as presented as
a story tellinggame.t kfemele experithenter told the childrerLthat she-.
would show them a serieSof pictorial "stories ". Subjects were instructed.
to loOk at each of ;4e pictures and. to try to understand and remember the:
stories, because later they would be Asked questiOns about the Stories. The:
exPeritente i,then presentedthe first three pictures of. each story simul,, .:.4
taneously and. in the correct sequential ordet. Each sequence. was presented :

for.:20 sec withJ5 secrinterValaseparating each sequence presentation.' : H:
After...viewing all fiVestories, subjects engaged in a.three min interpolSted

5 8,
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aCtivity. 'The' 'orderlif-presentation of the five story. sequences was

balaaced so thoe each sioTy was in each serial position for four subjects
in each greder, Subjects'were randomly assigned to presentation orders with
the4constiaint that twc males and two females in each grade received each
presentation order',

The test phase of the experiment c listed of 20 two-alternative
selection trials. Each two alternative test array contained a story pic-
ture And a diserractor picture from the same stimulus set. Each of the
fivestimulus sets was used to form-two memory and two inference trials.
Fouropictures -from each six-picture sequence were tested: pictures 1, 3,
4, had 6.: On memory trials, pictures 1 and 3 (old pictures that had,been
presented Aurifig acquisition) were tested. On inference trials,.pidtures
4 and 6 (new, pictures that were consistent with presented sequences) were
tested. "The four distractors for each story were randomly paired with
pictureslo 3, 4, and 6 for each subject. The tight-left positions of the

,story pictures in the two-alternative arrays were randomized on each trial.
There' was also a different random ordering of the 20_test trials for each
subjeci with the,constraint that trials from the same stimulus set were not
adjacent. These 20 different test orders were the same for each grade.

Two different types of judgments were required on each test trial,
'consistency and identity. At, the beginning of the test phase, the'child

general instructions that dealt only with consistency judgments.,
:.;'Children were told that the' correct choice on each two-al%rnative trial
would either be a picture that they had seen previously or a new picture
.that. "fit into one of the original stories. During each test trial, the
experimenter repeated the consistency .instructions in the following abbrev-
iated form: "Which one of these pictures goes with one of the stories I

Algowed you? Which picture makes the most sense with the story?" The
ans*steney judgments were forced-choice; subjects were required to point
to vine of the two alternative's.

,..After. the subject responded to each consistency question, an identity
jud&v.nt was required. _ The experimenter asked.the 'Child, "Did you see
either .of these pidtures before or are they both brand new?". If the child

not appear to comprehend the question, it was reworded, "Was one of
.11xese'pictureliectually in one of the stories I showed you?" The identity
ITUdplOits weirnot forced-choice. On inference test trials both of the

,.alternatives were new pictures so the child could_ correctly respond that
pnettlar of the pictures had been presen ed during acquisition.

Design
.

.

sign' :
- 1

A3 (Grade) x 54 (Presentation Order ) .x 2 (Sex) x.2 (Type of Trial:
:.`Memory or Inference)..x 4--(Sequence Component: Pictures 1; 3, 4, and 6)
'factorial design was employed. Type of trial:and sequence component .

tested were withid Subjects:lactors and sequence'cOmponent was nested under
, .

type of trial.. . - -

-1 Results

The results for the consistency and identity judgments will be presented.
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separatelY.
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Consistency judgments
. .

The mean numbers of correct picture selections on the two-alternative
forced- chbice (2AFC) task are presented in Table 11 according to grade,
type of trial and sequence:component. The mean correct selections
increased with age and varied according to the type of trial and the
sequence component tested. The overall. means forthe'kindergartenera,' first
graders, and second graders were 14.6, 17.8, and 18.6, respectively. A:

Grade x Presentation Order.x Sex x Type of Trial x Sequence Component ANOVA
was performed on the data. Significant main effects of grade, F(2,30)-=

.01, type of trial, F(1;30) .a 20.52, 2 < .01, and sequence
component, F(2,60) = 7.20, P. <-74, were obtained.

A Newman-Keuls analysis of grade means revealed that while kinder-
garteners, performance was significantly lower-than first or second
graders' Performance, Qs..; .01, the two older grades did not differ sig-
nificantly. Newman-Keuls tests on sequence. component means shoWedthat
while performance was equivalent,on pictures 1, 3, and 4, performance on
picture 6 was significantly lower (IER 4 .01)than.performance on any of
the three other pictures. Thus, performante On-"near"'inferences (piCtuiS
4) was as high as performance on memorytems, while-performanceon "distant"
interenceS (picture 6) was lower. Thi superiority in performance on picture
4-was Confirmed by an analysis Of individual' subjects. Across all grades,
half of the subjects performed better on picture 4 than on picture.6,
367. performeJ equally well on both Oictures,.and only 15% performed better
on picture l. than on picture 4. 4

The predicteetrade x sequence component interaction was not obtained.

However, as Table 1 indicates, the magnitude ofthe performance difference
'between pictures 4 and 6'did decline witha e. Also, an analysis of
'individual subjects revealed a decline with age in the percentage of sub-:
jecte performing-better On picture 4 than on p ture 6 from-60% of the
kindergarteners to50% of the first graders and 0% of the- graders.

Perhaps if a wider age range had been-tested'and the temporal "distance"
between pictures 4 anddAad-been greater, the interaction<between grade.
and sequence component would have reached Significance.

.

The obServed m n effect oftype pf trial reflected superior perform-
ance on memory trial relative to inference trials. A significant inter-
action between grade and" type" of trial was alsOobserVed, F(2,30) = 4.73,
11 < .05. An analysis of simple effects revealed that second graders
perfOrmed equally well on memory and inference trials while:younger
children;werecorrectmore oftenon Memory-items. Given that second
graders were correct on over 90% of their consistency, udgments, it may .

that ceiling effeCts account for the la& of difference between memory
- and inference- trials in the second grade sample.

In-Order to.determine if inrcrential ability improved with ge above

and beyond developmental increases in memorycapacity, perform ce on

inierence trials was conditionaliied on peiforMance on memory t als for

.the consistency judgments. The mean probabilities that pict s or..0
0 ,



;able

Neal Numbers of Trials !C<irrect for Each Seciueme Qua orient

at Each Grade L4ve;tfor the Onsisterloy 'Judgment's

e

MOM0111

Grade Picture 1 Picture 3 Total MemolrY

K 3,9 3,9 3,9

4,8 4,8 4 8

4,6 4,8 4,7

Note: The maximum value in each cell is 5,

ape of Trial

Inference

Picture 4 Picture..6 Total Inference

3,9 3,0

o

3,4

4,3 3,9 4,1

4,8 4,5 4,6



were correctly' selected for a particular sequence given that both pictures
1 and 3 were correctly Chosen for that same sequence are presented in
Table12 according to grade level. The mean probabilities were .68, .82,
and .92 for the kindergarteners, first graders, and second' graders,
respectively. To stabilize the variances, arcsin transformations of the -

conditional probabilities were,calculated following the
.procedure recomr

mended by. Winer (1971, pp. 399-400).4,,,A Grade x Presentation Order Sex
x Sequence Component (picture 4 vs. picture 6) ANOVA waa conducted on the
engin transformations. The only,significant.effects obtained were the
maillkeffeeis of grade, F(2,30) 9.77, < .01, and sequence component,
F(2,30) < .01. A Newman-Keuls analysis on the grade means indi-1
cated that all three grades differed significantly in the probability of
making an inference given that they remembered the old items in the sequence
(Es 4 .01). Thus, even when memory for old items is held constant across

. age groups, there is developmental improvement in inferential ability.
The main effect of sequence component reflects the superiority in performr
ante on picture-4 relative to performance on picture 6. Again, analysis
of individual-subjects confirmed the observed superiority in performance
on picture 4. Across all grade levels, 40% of the subjects performed
better on picture .4 than on picture 6, 47% performed equally well on both
pictures, and only 13% performed better on picture 6 than on picture 4.
Also, the magnitude of the performance difference between pictures 4 and
6 decreased with age. However, the grade x sequence component interaction
was not significant.

Two separate AHOVAs were conducted to determine the reliability of
thegrade.and sequence component effects by conditionalizing selection of
pictures 4 and 6 first on memory for picture 1 and then on memory for pic-
ture-3: Againarcsin transformations of the conditional-probabilities
were performed. The results of these analyses confirmed the results
obtaimed,by conditionalizing. on memory for both pictures1 and 3. The
three ANOVAs were also repeated using untcansformed conditional probabilities
and the, same results were obtained.

Theresm of all the analyses' of the consistency-judgments.deta
provide convincing evidence that inferential ability. improves from five
to nine years of'age. Further, the analyses of conditional prObabilitieth
suggest. that developmental improvements in inferential ability cannot'
be- -= attributed solely to age-related increases in.memory capecity. Even
when memory for old items is accurate, older children.performbetter on
both near and far inferences than younger Children% The consistenCy:judg-
menta alio.indicate that the temporhl distance between a presented. sequence
and possible consequences Of the sequence affectsthe accuracy'of inferen-
tial judgments. Consequences-that immediately follow the sequence are more
readily inferred than fore temporally distant consequences. A series of
analyses was conducted on the identity judgments data to determine
whether the distance parameter affects the discrimination of new and old
information in memory.

Identity judgments

On,eaCh trial,the subject could respond that the story picture, the
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Table 12

.Probabilities of Correctly Choosing Picture 4

or Picture 6Given that Pictures 1 and 3 Were

Correctly Chosen for the Consistency Judgments

Sequence Component

Grade. Picture '4 Picture4

X
'48

1 .137 .78

.94 .91

*Note: The maximum value in each cell is 1.00.

.
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distraCtor, or neither picture was exactly like" a picture presented
during the acquisition phase of the experiment. The mean numbers of
story pictures and distractors selected as being identical to pictures
presented during the acquisition phase are presented in Table 13 according
to grade level.

A Grade x Presentation Order x Sex x Type of Trial x,Sequence Component
ANOVA was conducted on the story picture selection data.. Significant main'
affects of sequence component, F(2,60) 8.33, < .01, and type 'of trial,

F(1,30) 3.3193, Q.< .01, were obtained as was a significant intereaction
between grade and type of trial, F (2,30) 9.84, < .pl.. A Newman -Keuls.
analysis of the sequence component means revealed that while children were
equally /ikely to identify pictures 1 and 3 as old pictures, they were less
likely to identify picture 4 than pictures 1 and 3, and less likely to
identify picture 6 than picture 4 'Up < .01). Thus, the likelihood of
integrating or confusing new information with original sequence pictures
decreased as the distance of the inferences increased. This effect of
distance 'was confirmed in an analYsis of the data from individual subjects..
Across grade'levels, 50% of the children selected picture 4 as a previously
seem item more often than picture 6, 43% selected both pictures equally
often, and on11-7% selectO picture 6 more often than picture 4.

The amin effect of type of trial reflected higher levels of correct
identification .on mory trial's than on inference trials. An analysis of

simple effe s was onducted to clarify the grade x type of trial inter-

action. The mai effect of type of trial was significant for all three.
grade levels; E ,30) 44.56, 1. < .01,'for kindergarteners, F(1,30)
130.05, E < .01 for the first graders, and F(1,30) = 158.85,.2. < .01, for

'the second gra rs. Further, the main effect of grade was significant on
memory trials F(1,30). 19.19,.2 < .01; and marginally significant on ak

inference trimls, F(1,30) = 4.11, .p. < .06. The main effect of grade for
memory trials-reflects the increasing probability with age.of correctly
identifying el pictures as exactly like acquisition pcitures. The grade
effect for inference trials reflects the decreasing probability with age
of incorrectly selecting inference pictures =as .previously seen Items.,

.

A separate analysis of the identit*Aedgments data was conducted by
Cotiditionalizing identity judgments on4cnrrect consistency judgments.
piobability of Saying a story picture was exactly like a picture presented
'during acquisition given that the.same story picture was Correctly selected.
for the consistency judgment was calculated fot each subject.for each

,sequence component. e conditionalization.prOcedOre eliminated the ten

instances in which,su e is displayed "randOin" picture selection by . '

selecting a distract° picture for-the consistency judgment and a story
picture-for-the identity judgment.

. .___

.

A Gradex Presentation Order x SeX x Type of Trial x Sequence
CompO ent ANOVA was conducted-on the aicsin transformations' of the

condiii probabilities. The results of this analysis confirmed theprobabilities.
results rep

k
ted above for the original analysis of,the identity judgMentS

data. The only difference of interest between the two analyses was that .

the 'simple main 'effect of grade for infetencejudgmentd that was marginally
-significant-in the original analysis, reached. significance in the
,
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'Table .13

Mean Number of Trials, oh 'Which to bje ct .Identified pic ree.as.

Memory
r

ture, 1 Picture 3. , Tot; Memory Picture 4 Picture, 6 Total Inference Distraotors

2,8

4 1,4 0.6 3

w.

Notes the maximum Cralue in each cell is' fve; he mean number of distracters out of a possible. 20 has

been cli.videcl by f6ur to 'simplify mean comparisons,'.'
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conditional, probabilities analysis , F(1,30) = 10.07,,

Discussion

In this study it was-possible to disentangle develoPMental Improve-1, .

meats in :memory for premise information'and improvements in infel'ential
processing by, conditionarizing inferential lodgments divmembry for original
SequertheS: The results of these analyses indicates' the probability
of Correctly' judging the compatibility of new,..sequentiaL information with
presented inforMation .given accurate memory of preSented sequences increased
significantly across the .age levels tested. Clearly, the Inferential,
construction of new temporal relationships based. on action sequences
represents' a cognitive ability." that deVelops above and beyond impro;Ted
retention of original sequences. - Converging evidence-*or developmental
improvements in inferential process g, independent of "increases in
memory capacity, was obtained with Order children (second ;through eighth
grade) in a study by" Collins, Wellman, Keniston,-and Westby (in press),
These reieSrchets found developmental improvement in the. inferences drawn
by chill'iren-viewing televised social interactions when memory for:prekise

ainformation Was. held constant.

Developmental changes in inferential ability were Observed in this
study. at somewhat- younger.ages than in studies using verbal stimuli or
prose passages: -However, the observed development trends are, consis-
tent wi-tit Ple: results of other studies using piCtota..1, narrative sequences
(grown, 1976; Schmidt fh Paris, 1976). There are at least three reasons 'for
The age differences. First, comprehension and, memory for the presented
information could be more difficult with. 'verbal stimuli: Second, inferences
such has PresuPposition, semantic entailment ,, and affe-ctive inferences
could be More. difficult than the au 51.4 temporal' inferences required
in narrative, temporal sequencing.- Thard, inferential processing could
be a. general ability that is appli to different task domains at different
aies. Task difficdlty, inferentia complexity, stimuins modality, and
other variables could =affect the ease and likelihood of /drawing inferences.
The ability to construct new relationships from oldd.nformation may be a
basic human capacity that is not "acquired" 'at-d particular age but is
manifested in -a functional manner in different tasks at different 'ages:
The deliberate use of inferential thinking as an operation to ;di ComPre-
hension, and memory may develop' rapidly ,during middle childhoOir (ages 6
to .12) as, do many, other mnemonic and study skills.

The ',re.sults of the, current study also have/ implications 'fo'r research
on. the .development of integrative processes. Integration,. defined as

-, 'incoirect.4dentification of inferenceS as previouslY seen items, was ''.
elativelyj,i , tnfreqnent, in this experiment.. Overall, children judged ;,that.:.
ly, in. at- the new. inference pictures were exactly like pictures they had

een...,at,atqdisition ' These same inferences:'were judged as Consistent.
e, , ,.., ,:- I.'with prsented sequentes sr% of the time The high-levels. of accurac-

-:MaiipreClude wholistWintegration as convegtionally measured, Howev4r,
,theeeresuit$:db-ne*,.neceisarilY indicate that children do not inV ate
re14-ted Tventey,,ThendmeiilOry for pictori

Bte.
al _sequences -is. required. wirL,:,

(1976) has ifplirid: mi.0i';higher rates of false alarms to true inferences in
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.

.a ..pictorial reconstruction:task. HOwever, Brown tested integration of
-'middle Sequende componentswhile in the current. study, sequence endpoints

(consequences) were tested', Perhaps the tendency to integrate information
into.wholistic schemes in which-,memoryfor exact stimuli is loSt'ls'more
pronounced:for infddle-sequence components (or More Poorly remembered
components) than forsequenceendpoints. .
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- .

Despite the fact that overall levels of integration were low, the
false' alarm rates ddcreased as the age of the subjects anethe accuracy
Off. memory for old stimuli increased. Does this mean ehatolder children
and better memorizers integrate inf on less frequently than younger
children? The answer to this que s yes if integration is defined -

(as it was In this study and'has been in many previous investigations),
a4.a failure to discriminate new information from old in memory. When'a
lack of disCriminabiiity is regarded as evidence for, integratiye..processing,

;developmental trends in inteiration will be confounded with%development4
improvements in memory for old information. It is aPparent that'recognitian
accurarand Recognition inaccuracy for the sameinformationbare reciprocal
and CORMOt develop in synchrony. False alarm rates in recognition tasks
were satisfactory for initial attempts to aemonstrate confusion or wholistic
synthesis'in,childrents memory for pictures and sentences (Paris, 1975),
but-theylhame been used inappropriately for analyzing'developmental.
changes in integration. New measures Of integration in memory are clearly
needed.

Perhaps the difficulty of arriving at' developmentally sensitive
measidies of integration may'be partially.alleviated by defining integration
generically as a constructive and transformational skill. When integre-.
tion is viewed "positively" as the organization and unitization of pieces
of information into related wholes, its relationship to memory efficiency
dAd development is apparent. A. positive view of integration would empha
size that althoughsetention of some charactepittics of the exact stimuli
may be lost, comprehension and retrieval can be enhanced by the. elabora:
tion of new and unifying relations among pictures or sentences.

A third major finding of this study'involves the effect of "distance"
on, inferential and integrative processing of pictorial sequences. -.If
inferences involve "going beyond the given information," then distande is
an underlying dimension of inferential processing. This parameter has
not been empiriCally investigated before. In-the present study; children
were more likely to judge pictures that were temporally and probabilistic-
ally Pclose" to original sequences as bodeconsistent with and identical
to previously observed sequences than pictures that were more tempbrally
removga from old Sequences. The observed distance effect suggests that
although dhildren between the ages of five and nine do go beyond given
information, their inferential and integrative processing are relatively
shallow and do not extend to the elaboration'of "fie*inferenoes. At
least three reasons for limited processing are possible. First, young
children may not comprehend thoroughly initial sequences or may remember
only single .pictures and dbt relations among pictures. Second, young
children may interpret the task as rote recall .of only the presented infor- ,

oration' and therefor not attempt to elaboratd upon the stimuli. ,Third,



young children may Tail toproduce far.inferences spontaneously although
- . they could .do so" readily with.instruction (i.e.,'a temporary production

deficiency rather than an enduring processing inability). Each of these
specul4piondWiiited comprehension, lack of purposeful elaboration,
and labt of spontaneous inferences, would yield predictionS consistent
with the' observed distance effects,

. vo
Mere-was some indication that the magnitude.of the distance effect

meg not be constant across age levels. In the analyses of the consistency
judgments, the superiority in performance on near 'over far inferences, was
mode nounced'for minger children, although the age by distance inter-
ac did not reach 4gnificance. Perhaps the int action would have bee.&\
mo eliable if the - temporal -and causal distance bet en pictures 4 and
6. had been greater and,,a wider age range had been emplo ed. Clearly,.
dis,t'ance as a dimension can be manipulated in many way and will hot always.
lead to the same effect. The findings suggest that researchers interested
:in-childreill's abilities to remember and operate on pictorial sequences
ahould be ioary of their stimulus Materials. The distance and difficulty

e,o thimplicit relationships in sequences can affect inferential process
.

lag and this effect-may be more pronounced for younger children. In, .

.conausion, the current study has revealed that developmental' improvements
in itferentiirprocesging cannot be attributed solely to increases with
ems in memory t4pacity. Further; distance has been identified.as an
'important parameter of narrative' inferences that can affect children's
sponthaeous abilities to draw inferences and synthesize relationships.

eS
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-chapter. 5

;

'
/, ; 't f

Comprehens n Strategies hteep%atd--
Recall W 'th Goode and,4Po r.lteaders- -

Poor readers are-mot a homogenedus':group. Thei-exhibSt ; arie

of perceptual 'and cognitive shortcomings, :some'are *)es141. Ading
and others are quite*eneral inPrplem-holif Th6
latter' group. of general limitation's has, engendered a:great.dp4'oT:intiFes
because these skills seem partly responsible'Tor.thepoor-camprehension 'Mak

memory of school age children with, reading problemS. Gd1inkoff.(1976) and °.'"°;

Smith (1975) have concluded that poor'rea rscOliCentra their attention on

phoneme-grapheme correspondence and deco orde b'#ronoupce words
correctly.' Reviewing, elaborating, an constructing,iegninglroM eentences
and paragraphs do not appear to be'goals of poor readers,4Ryan (1078) has r,
concluded that poor readers are characterized generally by their failure t6-
inplement strategies to insure and check comprehensia&

Our research has focussed on thesc general comprehension skills also
-Out-previous-studies have indicated that b ginning and pAor readers (a) do

not use comprehension strategies often (b) do not seem,to be aware of

variables that affect reading. Our hypo hesis'is that pbor readers do not
adopt appropriate comprehension goals wh le reading and therefore do not
understand the value of meaning- construction strategies for achieving reading
proficient:tip The failure to select and coordinate means and goals for tom-.

'prehension s a pervasive problem in cognitive development and may be a
J general symptom of children with reading problems,

The purpose of the present study was to assess children's understands
.,of comprehension strategies to determine their awareness of positive and pe

.tive influences on reading comprehension. We also measured children'sstudy
behavior to assess eomprehension monitoring and children's short and long

term retention of stories. In thid way, children's knowledge about compre-
hension.skills could be related directly to their performance. We expected

poor readers to manifest fewer.comprehensiqi strategies, to have a Poorer under-

standing of variables that affect reading, and to call stories in ,.a less

Organized fashion. Since the data from this st are not completely analyzed

at thiS time, the results are reported tentati ly and without/statistical

tests.

Subjects

The subjects were twenty-eight fourth gtaders .froti'the Ann 'Arbbr school-

district'. Two groups of 14 goOd.andpoor,readerwith equal sex representa.-
tiOn, were formed on the basis of, test scores derived from. the :California

Achievement Test-(CAT) The good and poor reading groups were defined
according to-deviations'from'iotal norms On the:CAT, roughly thetop'znd bigram.

.quartiles.



1 20faterials

'Story. materials. The stimulus passage was constructed by combining, two
fourth grade level stories selected from the Spache (1972) Diagnostic
Reading Scales. Story cohesiveness was attained by including two introductory
sdntences and a four sentence concludingparagraph. The _story was further
modified by replacing three nouns and one verb with synonyms that were judged
to be above the average fourth graders' reading vocabulary (e.g., anther,
papaya, meandered, Menagerie). The resulting passage consisted of twenty
sentences.that 'could easily yield to a story grammar analysis and included
advanced-vocahm2A445tOrds that were scattered throughout the passage in con-
temially appropriate positions.

Strategies. Twenty strategies that could influence memory for stories were
generated and grouped into four equal categories. The grouping consisted of
ten positive strategies that could facilitate comprehension-and remembering
And ten negative strategies that could be detrimental. The positive and
negative groups were further divided into internal "in the hear strategies
(e,.g.; positive: "ask yourself questions about the ideas in the story", nega-
tive: "think about something else whilevFeading") and into external strategies
requiring additional'materials or other people (e.g., positive: "look up
words you don't know in thdidictionarY", negative: "watch TV while you read").
Five neutral questions reflecting information irrelevant to memory and compre-
hension were also included (e.g., "does it help to remember the story if it's
typed in, blue instead of black ink").

Rating Scale. A .visual aid was constructed in order to eaiilitate children's
strategy evaluations and ratings. A graph resembling a histogram was drawn
on a 8 1 /2.x /11 sheet of,paper. A .75 x .50 inch box with "No differences ",
written in it was drawn in the center of the page. A horizontalvaxis was
draWn from the midpoint of the .5 in sides. To the right, four ioxes'succes-
sively increasing in height by .75 inches were drawn'above the axis and,
to the left, four boxes inversely repeating the right side sequence were drawn
below the.axis. The first and last boxes to the right of the neutral box
were respectively labeled "helps a little" and "helps a lot" while the first
and last boxes to the left were labelled "hurts a little" and "hurts a lot."
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Procedure

The tasks were administered to individual children In a quiet,room in
the school- The initial and follow-up sessions were informal and lapte#
approximately 25 minutes and 10 minutes respectively and were described to
the childreit as reading and memory games. A dictionary, pencil and blahk
sheet of paper were positioned in front of each child. Before.being presented
With the story, children were-fnstructed.to 'read and study the story so they could
remember it later. They could study in any way that they liked. The experi-
menter suggested that they could use'the pendil to write on the blank paper or
on the story sheet, use the dictionary, ..or ask questions. Children were then
presented the stimulus sheet, told tO write their naMe on it, and instructed
to signal the experimenter when they knew the story well enough to remember it.
During the study period, the experimenter recorded study time and the number
and type of observed strategies. Following the study period, Children were



asked to report on their activities during thesstudy period and were asked

to define the fautadvanced vocabulary, 'ords. Free recall:and reported
, .

.activities and definitions were tape recorded.
r

the second phase of the initial session involVed children's ratingd'of

the utility of reading strategies. A nine point graphic rating scale indica-

ting theAegree toWhiCh astrategy.wouldlaCilitate or hinder, memory was

deScribed to the Children. Subjects were verbally presented with twenty--.

-five:Strategieb in randaM order'and asked to point to the ''location on the

raiing-scale that beet'reflected the utility of that strategy. The experi,- .

muter numerically Coded and recorded each rating response.

The follow-Up session-SuCceeded the initial session by1even days.

Children were informed that they were.to recall the story presented the

previous week, and given a cue .that the story was about "field-trips". The

verbal recall .was tape-recorded...
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,Results
t

Study behavior. Less than half of the children engaged.in oveO study behavior

although many reported that they reread and concentrated n.4he story. Four

poor readers and two good readers asked the experimenter to.pronounce words

for them while six good readers and no poor readers asked questions about the

meaning of words and phrases or look themNup, in the dictionary. Only four

poor readers took any kinds of notes while.11 good readers copied words or -

wrote summaries of the story. There were clear differences din the frequency

'llath which good'''and'Poor readers tried to monitor the meaning of the story

while studying:

Strategy rankings. Both groups of children rated, the neutral items -Similarly

and no response bias difference was observed. Although poor readers rated

positive influences on reading in the same manner as good readers, they did

not rate the negative influences as debilitating as good' readers.' (See Table

14). Indeed, there were twice as many negative influences rated as positive

by the poor readers. Poor readers seemed particularly insensitve to:the

negative influences of external,factors such as watching TV while reading.

They regarded a strategy of covering up all words with your hand except the

one beiiig read as positive. Poor readers also thought saying each word over

and over helped comprehension. While these strategies are regarded as nega-

tive influences by good readers and, adults on comprehension, they are clearly

in line with a word for word decoding goal of poor readers.

. Recall. Obod readers recalled more stay grammar units (e.g., settings,'

initiating events, etc.) than poor readers on both first and second recall.

sessions. See Table 15. We also calc ated 'the recall of integrated.episodes

and loUndthat poor reader were much orse in their re of cohesive

information. They integrated inters ntentialinformati nfreqUentiy compared :-

to good readers.. The patterns of recall were' similar for both groups over

time and there'was littleevidencp.of greater deterioration in' recall for
,H

poor readers.
,

.
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Table re.
. Strategy Ratings

Positive Negative
Internal External Internal. External

Poor Readers- 8.1 7.'2 3.5 4..8

GOod Readers 7. 7.2 2.5 3.9 '

The scale ranged from .1 to 9 with higher numbers reflecting a
.positive.evaluabion.



Table 15

Percent. Units and Episodes ReCalled

6.77

First Recall Second 'Regan

Grammatical Units Epispdes Grammatical Units Episodes

Poor Readers 41 -36 32 24

Good Readers 52 60 46 50

.-4
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Discussion.

68

Although the, data are not completely analyzed, the results suggest that
poor-readers adopt decoding goals during reading. They do not employ many
comprehension monitoring strategies and do not -view negative. influences on
comprehension the same way as good readers. Their recall and integration of
story information suffers from their decoding goals and strategies. An
intervention program aimed at-realigning the goals and strategies of poor
readers nay:Change their metacognitive understanding of reading strategies
and increase their comprehension.'

Conclusions

These studies have demonstrated several differences in constructive
comprehension skills. using both age and reading ability as developmental
indices, it was shown that young Children and poor readers seldom employ
cognitive strategies to enhance comprehension and seem unaware of many
parameters that influence comprehension and memory. Like the data on the
development of metamemory, young children are unaware of many Person, Task,
and Strategy variables that influence reading. Poor readers appear to have
little, awareness of specificstrategies for enhancing comprehension and, as
shown in studies .3 and 5, they rarely monitor the meaning of the information
they read and study. The lower levels of comprehension and memory (and
poorer memory integration) observed in poor readers appears to be highly
correlated with inadequate strategy underatanding and use. Further research
is needed to establish the causal connection between performance and children's
metacognitive knowledge about reading but our studies suggest that there may be
a connection.

Although we do not feerthat our data should be overgeneralized, some
cautious and tentative speculations about teaching prescriptions may Be made.
Poor readers appear to regard reading as a decoding process. Their, goals_
and strategies'fit this purpose.anethey do.not utilize higher order compre-
hension strategies. Teachers could directly train poor readers to adopt
comprehension goals, and they could make children aware'ofreading.variables
and strategies. Specific strategies such as inferencing, oral self7correctiori,.
underlining, note-taking, and rereading could be taught as means tp achieve-
comptehension goals. Perhaps the most important point, though, is that
awareness.ia not enough. Childreh must be taught the value of comprehension

. strategeis as goal-oriented activities so that they:can invoke them deliberately
on their own initiative. Teaching poor readers means, goals, and-the coordina-
tion of them as functional reading . skills may be: a crucial step in remediation.
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Ihtrodu-Ct-ion
4

In order to solve o ex cOgnitimi task,oneneeds'to know, the strategies

onethat can be employed.- Further; one needs to know something about the structure of
,

.,

the task and its yarious paraMeters Adults usually have rich': nOwledge about..
.

these variableithat they bring to bear on a'task. However, children are probleM
. .

.
.

solvinp novices in many ways and may,have only w vague appreciation of their .k' i.

cognitiveskills and the relationship between thpseskillS and successful task

solutions. Part of theeducetional process.involVes teaching cognitive strategiaS

to thildren.yet; oftentImes, children must111011Ace rules:, nd construct strategies

This ',research project was part of my continued inyeStigation into childremls'ic

constructive Fomprehension skills.

'.The particular cognitive of interest in this research have' been reading
. 0

/ , .

and'listeningbecause-Ahey are so impbrtanl'fer children s educatiOn...tie have trih&
k... :

to. assess hoW children understand the demands, of,taskSlike'reading and hew they

- - w
.

4
use strategies -to insure good.seomprehenion.ancLMemCirx. Let me be more.:eXplicit

4F.im.":
. =

The kinds of cOnstructtve,ptrategie9.ithaerwe are InVestlgating iticlUde; the ability

tO m4e inferences.frstories-tht'children.reed:or hear,' 'the abilitny to dtganizeh

the meaning'of rIes.into cohesive units, the ability to

I

A.nformation, and the ability to t Itor and.correct the

4
of these abilitieS'is constructive because each requires

cVect incomprehensible
0

ing o stories. Each

the thil .tg_ganerafe meaningful
-

information during reading or listening through active learning strategies..

'The pu*pOse.0:the reeearCh.was tn-asse§s developmental differences in childrent

use .of CenetruCtiVe:strategies.: In some bf'the 46dies.we used age 'as 'a, developmental.
:

iindex while inOthers-We compared children of .the 4ame.aiies w'So differreci in reading

The point, to 'such descriptive research is' to spe.cify fhe precise strategy

*eknessea 'of young and. poor readers.

.listothOrehengicin .andlitImory and cribe

. .

If we .can identify cialsttegies

developmental d fferenceS,in the use of.
'.

for
r.

such,

skills,.:then we can offer deta suggeSti 0 for, improving classroom curricula .



and teaching techhiqUes in order to promote the. acquisition Of better problem...-.

solying ski46.- The five studies Included in this grant will be suima-tlzed

.separately for convenience:but the rationale Iis common to all of them. .

.4.

1 ,

"7 ..

yA4etacoghitive KnoWikfte about Reading

In our previous stUdies.of Cy.iaren's inferentiaicompretension.apd me Tory,
tt,

: t

we'found:that young ch4dren (less than 8 years old).often approached memory

-tasks as rote recall' tasks. -'They integrated, organized,.. and inferud foimation.

_Only occaaiOnallybile older children seemed to. apply these constructive

.

.'ttansformations" more spontaneously. 4 were struck-,: the simillikperforman of
. .

.

, .

.

.

.

i.

.young In:reading'end memorytaska in this regard. For example,' beginning
..- I.

.
(or illtor) readers.Olten deCode and pronounce the words correctly, but they do nit'

I

synthesize complex Antic relationships very often. Jay? Flavell (1978) has

I. f e!

suggested thatydung children are not sensitive to the need to apply ttetegies

,o
in memory tasks and that their.poor:understanding-of task 'variables leads to

a rote interpretation0 4 the task.
.

We conducted. an interview.study.to investigate what children know about'
,. ..

. .. , ....:- .4L_ . .

reading as a COmpl,ex task..F011owingFlavelOand-Wellmaesj.1.977) research,,, we.
.

.... .. -

.
. _,;' - . :!.si. .

asked hildren'questiOna About thei4operaOnal abilities it:I.teed, questions

about task parameters, and questions aliput reading strategies.
.

subjects were second -sandiixth-grade children of average reading ability. Briefly

-graders:had little idea of the skills involved in proficient
. k,

4 we found that

reading,and d ToOihat they needed to :earn to becomeigobd ader They
,

also seemed menytaskyariables. They. _didn'tnndcatand
7.,. .

of patagraphsOr th 3nf s mation normally coniained'in intraducxory or 'summary

sentences. They did dtterstandAlow.familiarity, interest4 length affected
. .

- .

the 'structure -'



4

Perhaps the most inteAsting finding was that second, graders were unaware

of different reading strategies. They diliknot understaid how rereading, imagery,.

or elaboration could" facilitate comprehension.; Wheno.100 d thei'.whet:WOrds
--. 'II .- ' ',(tiflr;W '.

they would read,if they could only read some of theAtlisalW .:. .i. Sktning),.:they
. ,

freqUently reported the "little. Ones" or the l'easy words -- Nbung., Idiq0,.. tfr:.;.-

TepOrted.t114t til41would' read word for Word:and7would tell Someone else the story.

verbatitheY!'dtd not appear.senaitive_to the extraction andbOnatruction of

meaning as.a.;OtirpOseof..- eading nor were they able toAinderstand different goals

of reading Young:Aildren also had few strategieslor resolving comprehension

.,failures,;and usWr reported that they would skip' words and sentences that they
.

uldnit under'S

its are,not.durprising since second-gr4,aders may not have
' . .

r0Sdl traAegkes'n/rIgt enough eitperience to induce them.

y,to,,reaAling strategies is highly correlated with thelr

.readingskills and it is not clear why these aspects
.

lie taught' difettly. Further research is needed to denonstrate

mpioved reading but young children's unawarenesstk\

;YqX,,
Ola

faihre-tO
a at

of#eadln

at away

reading
e

a, a- .goo othesia bar thOar lack

ess h reading

di:standing Twparagiaters woUld,

4)eyt of- thi dy. initial], , third and sixth ,grade' children were
"

,,t

inte
-

sinfilat ,tO the one described previousikor. -In the second

.:-

1' en were a d suit.ble dind cked to rearragramet. into an organized story

0



fi
and::,tO *ate.,the importance of eac

2Child n4ead, studied, and re
. }ti

diftetent4 in children's .awate

atramBledAitoteS,'abilityt

'iity to select" parts ofIL
-

,........-

i
L 'i..i:!to for each stor 'jirthe

.:! ; 14k. -':- '
A: iiiZed story. ,Thud', we measured

.t.

reading parameterp, abilit3t. to : rearrange
, ......

enterice importance, aVilixyo recall, and

third phase,

i'for'stusly.

The results differences betWeen third and Sixth
.

awareness..,ofreading variables and were generally

EroweVerthere

ciiildren in both grades constructed sitilarStories with the same levels o

graders in

cOniisteni.with.the first study.

few other differences between..9 and 12 year olds,
. -

The

1,

'accuracy. Children (and adults) exhibited a great range.of responses lfe*

rating the'imPortantaeof individual sentences and the ask was too difficult

-for children. Whire other studies have shown a developmental difference in

this ability,..the.presenetaskwS6 too difficult or the.thiUren wer
,

ifs a. e Also no differences were found betaeew,groupa of children in

their ability: to selectsentences for study nr:;inthe,qiUmber of:sentences'

:recalled Theseresults Weredts4p#OInting add;:the study needs be be redone
"

with' easier materials and yOuriithildrem.: Despite th:lack 'Of_age.differences,

_

*

4,COrrelotional. analysis revealed that awarenessof.reading skills-Am the

itezv tae e.

:

gbly.related to accuratet.stoty recall and story reorganization.-,

dhildrynvx
, *ft

less.' Of age, who repo ategieS !I;kr-.. rereading and COnStrUCEing..
.

_ . . ,

...,. -.. . .

Semantic reiatio4hips itk thejintervie0 produced -t"
Thus awareness of-readi_r ski do es se m to be

He Most 'accurate sto6.recalL

,. ''
correlated`with.complballOion. and

0
10V'

_ memory but nOt'bn all ol.our tasks

One

*detect

Comprehensioiy ,i4onitOtring fit Good and Poor ReaderS:,

, -

the setategie6 necessary for .reading

incomprehendiKe information.

printlt word and ot y to make sense

Poor

4

Proficiency is ttl Alit

readers often concentrate on decoding the.
)

of, what they'r ad. , he ailure to



monitor meaning actely.Can lead o poor'comprehension and memory. Some evidence

suggests, that.poor readers do not. correct inaccuracies while reading orally .

nearly as often "good readers. The purpose of thin stir

differences in comprehension monitoring among good;:an

y was to assess such

oor readers.,

We asked fourth grade children to read ,stori'e's contained some

pronounceable 'nonsense words and mixed up phrases. and we ea4tred monitoring
40

in two ways. First, we'recorded self-cbrrections and hesitations during Oral

reading as an index of spontaneous monitoring. Second, we directed' children

to underline parts of tlihestory that they did not understand. We also assessed

cotmehension and memory for,the stories by asking chil4ien. ueetions and

. . ..!i,

4,ebtaining free recall.
. !7.17.

:it''

The results indicated that poor rea

readers at noticing,anoMalous infOr tion.

noticed

s ware significantly worse than good

They spontaneously selfPCorrected or

the peculiar words and phi',Ouvrarely and,- even

.them, were lesS able to notice seman

recalled less of the storiesk and q

abbut the stories. Comprehensiot?.

when directed to underline

ruities. The.poOlireaders alsO

.

rate:in answering questione

is ;are clearly deficient .in

A 44
poor t3fl'dra4anding and :memory.1 are
to review d.itegt the meaning

potr readers and

'points out -0e:

inf orMat a!'

5

Inferential Diatance
,

Our, previous resear

and Children's AlmOrYfor 'Picture Sequences -

ilbdicated that you hildre0 oftende Tlot add

,

inferential relationship i.ctures And:stories and' therefore haVd
-

understanding and.poorer:

primarily interestadrin.t0O'Idestionai

.

lbell*),:than! ordr. Children. In this study-:wewere

inferential processin
4

gesimprove
'OP

, .

beyond general increases in memory srenw

easier than .6 theia?"

dren make SoMe'iriferences



We used a pictorial task in this study since we,vere testing.5.t 8 year

-olds who could not read complex,stories. (We are pursuing this type of

investigatien with older children in s"veading task howeVer.) Children saw

, sequences of foapictures that. resembled "stifle" frOm a movie. 'Lett they

were.given a modified recOg tiOn memory
- P

original sequence and if theY''.6ouId

4

test to determine 11 they recalled the

gnize erobable (i.e., inferred)

conse uences to the sequences. Some of tile consequenCesWere_bighlyrelated

Wt1
while others were mere removed, thus comprising, and ft

Ar 4

o 'the seqUence

inferences.

The results indicated that children could. ten .infer the near inference
, .

- but only-occasionally could they.reco"e a far inference as likely. us,
, 4 ,

41.
$,,,

-

*

-young children'S constructive and elaborative.skills seem restricted to thehere-

and-nOw'Of the original events. We also foundthat children's inferential.

7 processing increasedmwith,age even when memory for the Original.serces was
,-

-
.controlled. Thus, inferAces were generated as constructive cciMpiditension- :

strategibito a greatel0extentiby results of this study, ,

suggest that story Materiaisnejf to begenerapted to allo*near-inferenCes

younechildren and, lait speci

inference as a Strategy.04t

ttruqtioris n6ett to.be.given

ncesqcoOrehension.

CompTehepsion Strategies efd Repeated
Recalrlwi Good an Poo Readers

hension, monitoring strategies in oral readings

our rebearch suggest,thik
-.,-- .' --

do not. use compre-
%

#ect

..

, --

-1

-

mgeig:the.
,--, , r ,

sane extent-as good readers. If this is rue, then poor study. skkill
.

for

about the,usCpf

w.

The results of

.

bay also be lessjocussed on meaning ex

;monitoring and 's

action,',. We investigated compreheuiisi
-1,;,'.4 .

present study.. We -als-o-trgellected children's

...7.1. '4 , -V*

tubjective-4atings of differe i 'ffariableEr-th t eiffect studyi g an*. understanding
'''-`

8 9°



Finally-r-we-arc :going to-coTrelate-these-data-igith-childieu b

recalls of the. ,story.. The data are not completely analyzed at this time but

some results seem clear and they will be reported..

Good and poor readers from the fourth grade were presented a twenty.sentence,

structuipd passage to study and recall. The story included four difficult

vocabulary words.such as "menagerie" to determine when chilren would ask the''"

experimenter foi a definition, indicatea,comprehe n failure, or look i up

in a provieed dictionary. We also `recorded overt study behavior such as under-
,

lining' and note-taking. Only four poor readers asked the experimenter how to

pronounce the difficult words *nd",none...4,nquired about' the meaning.. On'the otherI

.hand, two good reEtders asked for hel.Rtin pronounciation and.siX asked or a

definition or looked up the word in a dictionary:

eleVen good readez's wok: notes or underlined as part of their study' behavior.

Four of the poor readers and

The incidence of monitoring the meaning of the story was clearly greater forthe
.

good raders.

Children's 1.1call was 'obtainediumediately and one week later. Poor readers.

recalled less than good readerl.on both occasions but the:percentage of decline.

iehe,.second recall was similar for, both groups. However, poor readergrecalled
f;;T.

fewer it tegrat d episodes from the story, tended-tO forget mordeplaodes-With4..

tite,....and added superfluous information more often ;than g6 a:readers. Theit

d recall behavior seemed to reflect a decodingLapproach-to,reading rather
.

eining.constructio

iFinally, we asked children.tb Tate reading vLIAkes on a nine point scale

n...

;9P!'.

4 illt

.indiCating whether ea variable had 4

4

nhcompreeSion: For rwe asked, "Does it help, you understand the story if

a), you7.Underline important parts

positive or .negative iiitluence on reading,
, -

4 ,

V. b) .you watch `'TV while you read



4.

c) you dread the story backwards

d) you say the main ideae+iiiver and over?"

I

Theie variables were divided into. categories of positive and negative i luences

as well as internal cognitive versus external sourc While good and poet

readers were equally able g rate positive influences, many'poor readers did

/pot view the negative influences as debilitating as ,good readers. In fact, they

rated many of them as positive. The most striking example was that poor feeders

reported that saying each word over inla over was a positive comprehension strategy.

This data again seems to reflect a decoding concern or goal of poor readers ;Leber

4tharCkeaning construction. The study suggests that the goals andistra Of
i.,
..

poor readers re inappropriate.for deriving-and monitoring the meaning of"paseagea.

Specific teadher instruction may alter their behavibt and subsequent comprehension.

x.

Summary

These studies have indicated several differendes'betWeen goOd4ad
.

.

readers initheir knowledge about the gOal pUrpOtea,. and etrategieslot:tchieving

reading PATiciency. It,, is possible that the oft bterVeit Pnot-coMpieft*IOn

...and memory of pootreaders is due to.inapPrqPriate p* Oft
and strategies: that

'1$3604,,On deCcidiel-c Our future researh'-will be aimed at intervention programs

rudtive cOMprehan-


